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Lack of interest kills BSU escort service
By Chereen Meyers
The University News
Campus security remains on shaky ground at BSU. While universities such as New Mexico State University
and Texas A&M University run successful escort programs for their students, a BSU escort service reinains a
distant possibility.The BSU escort service fizzled after being re- introduced at the beginning of the Fall 1990 semester due to a lack
of interest, according to Chaffee Hall Resident Adviser Sam Dirksen.
Assistant Director of Student Residential Life Dave Boerl explained that there has been a lack ofvoluntecrs and
a lack of interest in the past Campus security measures, such as lighting and phone installation, along with a
possible ~scort service, should be a lower priority compared to other housing issues, said Boerl.
"It is frustrating for housing because we have neverreceived assistance from the state board," he said. "We are
caught between a rock and a hard place."He summed up his view on BSU security issues l1ysaying, "I find itamusing that there is so much paranoia when
I see more significant needs other than lighting and phones." He feels the current priority should be on building
improvements rather than an escort service.NMSU established an escort service seven to eight years ago, according to Executive Director of Services Shad
Stockton. The service receives about 7D calls each day and is used so frequently that the escort staff can barely
keep up with the students requesting protection. '
The service operates on a "safety in numbers" philosophy and has never had a situation when force was used.
Since the system was implemented "people feel safer," he said. .
NMSU, with a student body of about 14,000;includes a $2 charge in their student fees to cover the service.
Escorts, who must be students, are carefully screened with a police background check and receive a wage of $3.80
an hour. . -.
At Texas A&M inerearetwo esco(tsystems. The service on one side ofthecarnpus isorganized by tl)e residence. . . See Escorl, page 16 ..~\.,
. ' . , . ",.. ... File photo -The UniversltyNe
ROTCma .beano' tionforan'e5cdrtSeiVicetObeCOtile.... Y. p., -,i ," .". . .' - ' " .. ' ,."areallty. ' . . .. .. .' . .. .' . .
Life.experiences may earn college credit
By Bud Woods
The University News
mated that between 700 and 1,000
colleges offer credit for life experi-
ences. At BSU the program was
passed by the faculty senate and
went into effect July 1, 1989.
workshop have one semester to
complete the portfolio. If it is not
completed within that time, students
may re-enroll the following semes-
ter to complete the their work.
The program originated about 15
years ago and it is currently esti-
credit, six-week workshop. In the
workshop, students will discover
what kind of prior learning experi-
ence may be eligible for under-
graduate college credit and how to
document learning experiences.
Students enrolling in the portfolio
document which outlines the col-
lege learning level they have gained
through career and life experiences
outside the university classroom.
Portfolios are completed with the
assistance of the Prior Learning
Adviser beginning with a one-
Students at BSU may now receive
credit toward a bachelors degree for
previous work experience, personal
study. commumty involvement,
military skills, artistic abilities and
recreational activities.
The program is called The Prior
LearningPortfolioProgram or more
commonly, "Experiential Learn-
ing." To receive credits through the
program, students must develop a
formal, professional quality ,written
See Life, page 16
of,
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On Nov. 16 the U.S. Air ~
wiU be inlttYiowing BSU stUdents
who arc inteleSted in becoming
hospital administtIIorS and ~ '-
ciarisinIboU.S.AirFon:c. S~ts
with an intereSt or bIctground in
administrativestudiesllld,Umedi-
c:alstUdiesllCeocouragedtosign
up.
Currently MBA! and MPAs arc
noedcdforthe ·tionsofhospital
administra~
Also. the U.S. Air Forte offers a
variety of scbolarshiPs to qualified
-"'--'stUdcntswhich vide full On Nov. 20 and 28 Ibe career
t"'~:"""" . pro Offi illUltionp8~t.teUnbursementfor PlanningandP1acemellt cewi I
lxds 8nd help with expenses re- .00 conducting Job Hunting Tech-
quiItd for course study. Diques seminars. The purpose of
For more information ard/(:6 to these seminars is to offer students
sign up contaet the Career Planning the opp<Xtunity to acquire informa-
and Ptacement Office in room 123 tion that can be beneficial in
of the Administration Building. ' preparing for the future job search.
- The seminar will discuss the ar-
Bahamas and Disney cas of job search, employer
World TrIp offered research,leuerandresumewriting,
and interViewing.
For more information and/or to
sign up contaCt Ibe Career Planning
and Placement Office in room 123
of the Administtation Building.
AFhosplfal
physicians wanted
BSU's ~ Adventure Pro-
gran is offering a BahamaS cruise
lOll Disney World vacation Dec.
17-24. Tbc deadline 10register for
therapidly-fillingexcursion isNov.
24.
The trip includes hotd accom·
modstions on Cocoa Beach fo' the
first nigbr.. followed by ~
of the four Out waoos:-oreen
1'\JrdeCay. Man.(). W.Oly, Trea-
sure Cay IIld the Great Guana Cay.
The islands excursion will be from
dleship~"
The last dIrc:c days will be spent
~ Disney World, Magic
~Pst.EPCOTCtnterand
*= bisney-MGM Srudios 'lbeme
f'lIIk. Aciommodabons will be at
tbe Rodeway Inn.
The cost is $1,020 per person
based on four people to a room and
includes roundtrip airfare from
LEADERSHIP STUDY
Boise. ~ to and from
Ibo airport arid c:ruiscpcxt. hoIel ac-
commodations, free admission BSU CoDege of Business profes-
tickets to the Magic Kin~dom,· scrsNancyNapietandJenyLaCava
BPCOT Center and the Disney- recently completed a study titled
MOM Studios Theme Park plus a "LeaderShip in Idaho: The Soulb-
free lOur of the NASA Keimedy west." in which they interviewed
Space Center's S~ USA. 33 1eaders from the Boise area's
Regislrationismroom209oflhe government. business and educa-
HumanResowtesCenter(oldgytn) tion sectors for Ibeir views on
on the BSU campus., For more leadership.informaIion c:all Randy Miller, trip Those interviewed include Gov.
leader. at 385-1951.· Cecil Andrus, House Speaker Tom
BoYd. Heallband Welfare Director
Job Placement Rich Donovan, Key Bank chair-
se
rvices person Ted Ellis, State School
SuperiJ1tendent Jerry Evans, BSU
foOtball coach Sltip Hall, Ore-lda
CEO Je~ Herrick, BSU President
John Keiser, Boise Mayor Dirk
Kemplhorne, Department of Em-
ployment Director Julie Kilgrow,
.AlbertsOll'S CEO Warren McCain,
Idaho Timber Corporation Presi-
dentLarryWilliams and BSU'ssix
deans.
For more information contact
Napier at 385-3843 or laCava at
385-1336.
25 BSU Students
Chosen for Who's Who
CAREER IMAJOR
CHOICE WORKSHOP
Twenty-five BSU students have
been selected for inclusion in Ibe
1989-90 edition of ''Who's' Who
Among Students in American Uni-
versities and Colleges." The 2S
students were judged by a selection
commiuee and chosen based on
academic achievement. service to
lhe community ,leadership and p0-
tential for continued success.
BSU students named Ibis year are
Thomas Dvorak, Susan Hadley,
Robyn Jacobs, Ten Kennon, Kelly
Leonard, Sharon Mackey, Kelli
Retia, Tamara Sandmeyer and
Vonita Singh of Boise; Renae Beal
and Tina Rood of Emmett; Tristan
Purvis of Nampa; HoUy Olpps of
Twin Falls; Ronald Craig of
Midvale; Christine Olson Davis of
It's time to register for spring se-
mesterl Have lOU decided on a
major course 0 study yet? H not.
come into lhe Career Planning and "
Placement Office in the Adminis-
ttation Building room 123 and sign
up for a workshop. The workshop is
being otre:mf once a week, first on
SaL,Nov.17from 10a.m. to noon,
again on Wed., Nov. 28 from 2:40
p.m. to 4:30 p.m., and again on
Tues., Dec. 4 from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Formae informa!ion call 385-1747.
••••••••
••••••••
••••••••••••
J3C>"T"~
FULL FEE &. PART TIME
S-r-""(JI:>:Er:N'"-r-S
New Meadows; Sandra Friedly of
Mountain Home; Michael Haddon
ofIdahoFalls; Beverly BrentHelton
of Weiser; Rene Hurtado of Glenns
Ferry; DaneUC Lansing of Idaho
City; David Llamas of Terreton;
Todd Hill of Ontario, Ore.; Kirsten
Kiesel of Longmont. Colo.; Nadine
Michalscheck of Elko, Nev.; and
Andrew AruianandamofMalaysia.
Multi-Media Energy
Teleconference serres
Teleconference Three will be on
Wed., Nov. 14 11- 1 p.m. at the
Simplot/Micron, Instructional
Technology Center room 210. It is
free to everyone. Invite students
and friends, classes welcome (
Please R.S.V.P. ext, 1689)
PaneliSlSareRobcrtO.Anderson,
Former Chairperson of ARCO and
president Hondo Oil and Gas Co.,
Ambassador Jeane J. Kirkpatrick.
Senior Fellow, American Enterprise
Institute, HonorableS. Bruce Smart.
Jr. Senior CoWlselor, World Re-
sources Institute, General Richard
L.Lawson, PresidentNational Coal
Association, Honorable Philip R.
ShaIp, U.S. House of Representa-
tives, Indiana, Honorable James
McOure, U.S. Senator, Idaho.
For further information Contact
'Continuing Education, 385-1689.
BSU'S CMD Presents
Programs
WorkshoPs in basic leadership
skills for su~rs will be of-
feredinNovember by BSU' sCenter
for Management Development
(CMD). ThecostisS45 per seminar.
They will be held from 7-10 p.m.
Programs include on Nov. 13,
"Delegating Effectively," on Nov .
HUMANITARIAN
REFERRAL GRANTS
I $100.00 - $100,000.00 1
.NO CRBDIT CHBCKS
.NO COLIATBRAL
.NBVBRNBBDTO RBPAY! 11---
20~ must be donated to charity
MONEYTREE~
1..-_- (208) 888-2694 -_ ...
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20. "Motivating the Productive
Emp~oyee" on Nov. 27, "Imple-
menting Change."
" Upcoming. ",seminars include
How to Design and Write a Mar-
keting Plan,"Dec. I, "Dealing with
Employee Complaints," Dec. 4
".Stock and Stock O~on EValua~
lion," Dec. 8, and • Dealing with
Employee Conflicts," Dec. 11.
All programs are available for in-
house presentation at your
~on. For a complete listing
~f m-h~ programs or for more
information call the CMD at 385-
3861.
Women's Life at 51-Lukes
presents "Anger ... The Good,
The Bad, and The Ugly."
This will be held Mon., Nov. 12,
from 7 p.m, to 9 p.m. at Ibe Ander-
so~ Cen~, 101 W. BannOCk St.
Thisse~narwi1lanalyzeangerand
teach skills toallow us to communi-
cate constructively. Presenter will
be Kelli Sullivan, M.A., licensed
COWlselor.
Pre-re~sttation is recommended
a $5 fee IS payable at Ibe door. Fo;
more information call 386-3033.
SWE Membership Drive
The Soulbeastern Idaho Section
of tile Society of Women Engineers
is beginning Ibeir annual member-
ship drive. The Society is opcn·fO. ,
women and men interested in the
advancement of women in science
and engineering. Application forms
may be obtained from Nancy N.
Jochem 2770 Kootenai, pocatello,
ID83201.
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relayed to the mediation service
volunteers, who will return the
call within 48 hours. An initial
screening process takesp1aceover
the phone. A referral to other ser-
vices or agencies will be made if
the problem is not appropriate for
mediation.
If appropriate, two student case
November 12,1990
The University News '
Student Mediation Service becomes reality
By Jody Howald
TheUmversity News
BSU students with conflicts,
grievances and disputes can look
to a new resource for assistance
this week as the Student Media-
tion Services become a reality.
Co-sponsored by Conflict Man-
'agement Services and the College
of Social Sciences and Public
Affairs, the mediation service is
directed by the Acting Associate
Dean of the College of Social
Sciences and Public Affairs Dr.
Suzanne McCorkle.
The work force, however, is
comprisedofBSU students trained
in mediation techniques by The
Sounding Board, a Boise-based,
non-profit volunteer organization
which specializes in resolving
disputes through mediation.
Student volunteers, having
completed 30 hours of training,
plan to make their mediation ser-
, vices available beginning Nov. 15.
"We're getting ready to flood the
campus with our brochures," said
McCorkle. Working with Eric
Love,McCorklereceivedASBSU
assistance and support. ASBSU
paid for the brochures and is fur-
nishing a telephone contact in their
office.
Potential conflicts for the me-
diation service to resolve include
roommate disputes,landlord-ten-
ant problems and
organization-organization con-
flicts. "We will not handle
student-teacher conflicts," she
said, "not this year."
McCorkle stressed that a BSU
student must be involved in the
conflict. and the service does not
handle situations that belong in a
court of law, such as divorce, nor
do they handleooyfiieiid~giil-c
friend problems. "We don't do
counseling."
Students wishing to use the me-
diation service will make a phone
call to the ASBSU office, 385-
1440, and the message will be
"Once the feelings are diffused,
they have the ability to solve their
own problems," said Nelson.
"That builds self-esteem. And
they have a stron$er commitment
to the solution, smce they've ar-
rived at it on their own.
Relationships are often repaired."
Emphasis on problem solving,
ticipants hope to
see more impact
throughout the
community,
especially
in public
schools.
Conference, co-sponsored by
BSU, and is modeled after a me-
diation project in San Francisco
, which brought about a significant
decrease in neighborhood strife.
and tension.
"BSU has police, grievance and
disciplinll11' procedures. This is
an alternative, self-governing by
the students," said Nelson.
She predicts the same
positive effects for BSU
student mediation as seen
in most communities-
bringing people together.
"When students take re-
sponsibility for their
own solutions, the.
tension reduces."
The Sounding
Board's success
is phenom-
enal" with ..."
close to 200 U
people trained "'-
as media- JV ,()'tor s .
McCOOde • " l
andThe '\'- . ~
Sound- ...-'
i n g
Bald
JD"-
"People only have conflict over two things-
power and self-esteem. Mediation helps people
get around those things and. focus on the real
issue. Emotions are real; we need to validate
them, let people express them. We provide a,
safe means for people to talk to each other." .
Dr. Suzanne McCorkle
developers then continue the pro- active listening and peacemaking
cess by meeting with the initial skills structured tohandle conflict.
contact person and then visiting between disputants provide the
the other parties involved. If ev- .jrained mediator with abilities to
eryone agrees, three of the student serve the community ,anda1so with
volunteers form a panel to medi- valuable life skills, said Nelson.
ate the conflict. "These skills apply to most areas
"A lot of people don't need to of one's life. You get something
see the process all the way valuableforyourselfwhileyou're
through," said McCorkle. giving to others."
She calls mediation a safety net, The student mediation ser-
notaquickfix. "People only have vices plan to do a lot of
conflict over two things-power and mediation workshops and
self-esteem. Mediation helps demonstrations, said
people get around those things McCorkle .. "We're
and focus on the real issue. Emo- available to whoever
tions are real; we need to validate wants to learn about
them, let people express them. We this."
provide a safe means for people 10 Nelson said
talk to each other ." The Sounding
Sounding ,Boar,dPresident. ~oard' re-
Marden Nelson said peOple'get ,r- suited from'"
flXatedon thel:ontentoftheargu- the first
menlo and the mediation process Peace-
helps them shift from the argu- f u I
ment to their feelings, giving them Sem-
an opportunity to vent those feel- IllS
ings.
" " :SHA~~ _.fJOOGE:,~~.C~OIOA Teo:
.MASS' COMMUNICATION •
area book shops.
For more infor-
mation, call
Trusky at
385-1999.
*MELJ:NDA OAVJ:DSON. INCUMel::NT
POLITICAL SCII::NCI::
* LoU ~sPOSJ:TO, INCUtv1eI::NT
CONST~UC TION lVlANAGI::tv1I::NT
*~VE COSTELLO, INCUMeENT
P~I::-NU~SINGBSU student
publishes book
The ABC Hate Book by BSU
student Lisa Day Carroll is a
sometimes poisonous, always hu-
morous look at a love affair gone
up in smoke, and it is currently
available in miniature from BSU
cold-drill books.
The three-inch book consists of
rhymed couplets arranged simi-
larly to a child's alphabet book.
The couplets, however, are any-
thing but childish: tiM_You're
madl You're out of your mindl";
"N - is for never. Never again with
yourkind.tI
Carroll is a BSU art student
who developed the book in a
ereativewrinngcourse. Itwas
printed by BSU Printing
and Graphics and then
bound by English pro-
fessor Tom Tlusky.
The book is a lim-
ited edition work,
with 1,000 cop-
ies available
for $3.95 at
the BSU
book-
store
and
din'
G~ETCHEN \.AJA~THEN, INCUtv1eI::NT
INTI::~NA TIONAL COtv1tv1UNICATION
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CANDIDATES WILL GO. TRUST ~ VOTI:: gy /VIA TCHING IA - c:
ME BABES, THIS ISGOING TO BE THI:: I='I~ST LI::TTI::~ 8HA~I
THE CLINCHER AD OF YOUR . OF YOU~ LA8T NAtv11:: OODGI::
N Y TH
IS IS 0 lI'lITH THI:: LI::TTI::~S
CAMPAIGN. IMEA REALL ~ ASSIGNI::D To. 0 - G: 0
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MY CASE. EVEN NANCY SINATRA ISHIP ON THE AD. ' .' ~ I-l - 1,<: p.
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RSBSU
Spotlight
by': Nadine Michalscheck
ASBSU Senator ,
Speciall?' The University News_,'" c
'.
It's that mystical, magical time of
the year again! Christmas? Despite
various pre-Thanksgiving "Festival
of Trees" wanna-be's, no. Thanks-
giving? Big Sky play-offs? Not
quite. Finals? No! On a more politi-
cal note, it's time for fall ASBSU
elections!
Eight senate at-large seats will be
open forelections this week. Rather
than representing a specific college,
each of these positions represent
approximately 1,000 full-time stu-
dents .and several clubs and orga-
nizationsoncampus, Your senators
speak for you in administrative is-
sues. They debate for you in cam-
pus issues. They allocate portions
of your money. And what's more,
they get all of your press coverage!
. Therefore it is your responsibility
as the student to VOTE. The pro-
cess takes approximately 30 sec-
onds of your time, and only requires
you to flash a photo 1.0. and activ-
ity card to the smiling faces situated .
at various booths around campus.
The booths areconveniently located
for you at the SUB, the library, the
ed building, the Vo- Tech, the
Morrison Center, the gym and the
business building.
I encourage you to fully utilize
your student governmenL We are
here for you, and we are obtainable
through the ASBSU office (385-
1440), through senate caucus and
formal session Tuesday and
Thursday at4p.m., Vo-Techroom
115, through committee meetings
and through the new student gov-
ernment information booth Tues- .
day and Wednesday, right outside
the bookstore). I can't emphasize
enough the importance of ap-
proaching your student representa-
tives face-tc-face when you want
information or advice, are wonder-
ing how much ground one person's
opinion holds, or are just l()()king
for entertaining conversation IRe-
member, everyone, to get out there,
get involved, and VOTE !
I ,
The University News
by Dr. Lonnie Willis
Professor of En2lish
The University Jilews
Piggly Wiggly of Memphis, and he
lasted five months.
1941's National Security Act de-
fmed the duties of the CIA as the
The fact that the Central Intel- collection and evaluation of intelli-
ligence Agency exists at all as it gence, and in my mind's eye I see
does today is testament to the little old ladies in Keels and a blue
fact that most Americans go rinse leafing through foreign
around with their heads in the magazines. ("Gertie, let's clip this
sand (try that sometimes). Con- recipe for borschtlj. Before the
sider the history of this beast,endof'41,thoogh,Trumansiapped
then see if you can slap the sand his Harry S onto a National Security
out of your ears and sleep nights. Council directive that gave the CIA
Everyone knows the story of powers for covert ac-
how the CIA more or less grew tivities. Little old ladies
out of the ashes of the dying exit stage lefL
phoenix, Office of Strategic Heavy breathing,
Services, at the end of WWII; droopy-lidded charac-
old "Wild Bill" Donovan had ters in Burberry, fin-
been popping his parachutists gerprints and con-
"behind enemy lines" into sciences filed off,came
France, Norway and other future on-stage. Andby 1963even Truman
hot-tourist spots. So the Presi- was having second thoughts about
dent of a now-great nation, one the direction which the CIA had
ffimy S Truman, could have taken. He said, "For some time I
enough information to prevent have been disturbed by the way
.:theJapanesefrom ~tta/:lgJlg~~I, CIJ\ _~ ~n.., di,~erte~L~pt., i~1
Harbor again, some old .guys original assignment Ithas become
who'd come in from the cold anope~imdattimesapolicy-
helped form the CIA, with the making arm of the government,"
National Security Act of 1947. And if that's not enough to give you
So the f1l'StDirector of Central thefan-tods,rememberthattheCIA
Intelligence became a guy named has consistently been a law-breaker
Souers who had once managed and molester of individual rights in
this country and abroad
Who in 1941 could have foreseen
that the CIA would in the coming
years have agents pick up innocent
people in bars, take them' to
"safehouses," shoot them up with
LSD,and tapetheirreactions; screen
the first-class mail of American
citizens, opening and sometimes
photographing the contents of mil-
lions of letters; supply disguises
and spying paraphernalia to White
House burglars breaking into the
Watergate; plot the assassination
of, and
encour-
age
coups
against,
foreign
leaders,
some of whom died violently, mak-
ing the CIA culpable in the over-
throw of foreign governments.
Of course, the CIA is not the only
bunch 9f loony outlaws~rpetually
dressed for Halloween we got run-
ning in our streets. Yau remember
the story back in the 70s that the
New York Times ran about that
city's problems with scofflaw park-
ing violators? The Times said the
Feds were scofflawing about $6
Continued on page 6
This Week
"The CIA"
by Dr. Andrew Schoecljnger
Associate Professor of PIillosophy
The Unim'sity News ,
I see one giant problem underly-
ing the CIA and that is whether or
not ends justify means. Whether or
not the existence of the CIA is jus-
tified is not an issue. The CIA is a
necessity given the fact that there
are evil forces at work in the world.
Now don't get your hackles up and
criticize me for ethnocentrism. I
am well aware that others occasion-
ally think that the United States is
the evil force in the world. That is
not the point, We were not the ones
who created Hitler. And we are not
the ones who created Saddam
Hussein although we have done a
most admirable job of arming him.
What should be done with a Hitler
or a Hussein and what role should
the CIA play in that process? I
believe we ought to rid the world of
ewwoorev«~wooneverwe~
~L .,Yf.e lllV. !aught ~ in Sun~y
school and rn'~J{ics' (pY-211).
AclUa1ly, th8t is pan of the meaning
of the concept evil-that we ought,
to avoid it and get rid of it Now it
is not simply a subjective evalua-
tion that Hitler was and Hussein is
evil. They have earned that dis-
November12.1990 Page 5
To the Editor:
In his story about the Philosophy
Club's recent colloquium on ethi-
cal naturalism, Mr. Purviance
wrote something disappointingand
tasteless. Forhereported that Clint
Eastwood and I wear shawls.
Gross! Banana! Even the slight-
est acquaintance with adictionary
would have revealed to him how
ludicrous it would be to think of
Clint and me gadding about in
shawls. The proper word for that
item of clothing is "serape."
But, setting that accidental ba-
nana aside, your coverage of our
event was a pretty flashy piece of
journaIism. As club adviser Iwant
to express our gratitude to you and
the UNews staff for the support
you have given to our activities.
Warren Harbison
To the Editor:
CatholicCharitiesOrgainzations,
major segments of the city's wel-
fare effon, refused to sign for their
daycarecenters, fostercarehomes
and adoption programs. Faced
with a fiscal crunch, Koch backed
down.
It is time for people in America
to stand up for the right things! In
the Bible, God condemns homo-
sexuaIs to hell because of their de-
pravity and I'm sure it's harder for
Him than them because He has
created them, He loves them, He
knows every hair on their head, and
yet they choose to be separate from
a holy God. TheyrejectHim,justas
they reject the truth of heterosexu-
ality. The cities of Sodom and
Gommorah and the surrounding
lands were destroyed by fire because
of homosexuality, they even tried
to rape angels when they visited the
city. The only thing I can do is pray,
pray that God doesn't do the same
to America, America the proud We
must always love and not hate, that
is the Christian way, God's way.
Damon Bradley
To the Editor:
Throughout the time since the
beginning of the 1990-91 school
year, I have noticed apattem of
personal grievances in the OPIN-
ION section of the UniversityNews.
Itseems that there are more impor-
tant issues that could be written
about by the Editor in Chief and the
Managing Editor than theirpersonal
feelings concerning the personali-
ties of some senators. I realize that
this section is for the personal opin-
ion of the newsoaoeroersonnel but
shouldn't it be kept to intellectual
opinion and not feelings?
ASBSU does some wonderful
things for the students of this school.
It would be nice to see some support
for them from the newspaper. It is
my understanding that a "Letter to
the Editor" was written this fall to
thank ASBSU for the money given
to Students for Quality Child Care
to build a new climbing structure
last year, including a picture of the
completed structure. Was this ever
printed? If so, when? If not, why?
I'm sure that the group of people
who appointed you to this position
believed that you could offer the
University News intellectual, in-
sightful and informative qualities.
The new format and liberal attitude
of the newspaper has proven this.
Let's see some of this in your
OPINION section. The students
pay for this paper, let's give them
both sides.
Kimberly A. Hess
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to Tamara
Sandmeyer's article titled "Raw
Sexism." The article was anony-
mouslywritten SO I had togo to the
UNews office and pry the name of
the author out of them. Well well
Miss Sandmeyer, it sure is easy to
point the finger isn't it?
Recently it seems you have made
Curtis Osterloh your own personal
vendetta. Well first of all Miss
Robo-reporter where do you get off
with all of your off-the-wall state-
ments? Mr. Osterloh is being a
fiscal conservative and doesn't feel
the need to crank up someones sal-
ary by $150 for someone who right
now earns $250 a month for a pan-
time position. You ciill him a "ob-
scene bigot" WHAT? Curtis
Osterloh is the best thing the stu-
dentscouldhaveeverelected. He's
the guy who steps forward and says
"NO" we are not going to spend
students money on pay increases
for student representatives who al-
readyearn$250 amonth. ''NO" we .
arenotspending hardearned student
money on frivolous expenditures.
The students have spoken electing
Curtis [sic]times. You should be
so lucky MissSandmeyer, wouldn't
it be interesting if reporters were
elected, Ha, Ha, Ha.. Not so opin-
ionated then are you?
Speaking of heads the picture of
Sen. Jerry 'Banks head in Nov. 5,
issue is another classic screw up by
the UNews. Mter voting for legis-
lation Sen. Banksrested his head in
tinction by their deeds. Those
deeds are maners of fact and
there is nothing subjective about
the facts. It's a fact that Hussein
recently wiped out Kurds using
chemical weapons. That's evil.
So what ought we to do about it?
Ifitwere within the power of the
CIA to do, ought its operatives
liquidate Hussein? And here is
theproblem. Dotheendsjustify
the means? To say "no" seems
unreasonable. To say "yes"
also seems unreasonable. Ifwe
work on a case by case basis
whereby in some instances we
judge that the ends justify the
means and in other cases not,
then our behavior becomes arbi-
trary unless an independent set
of criteria is established by which
proper application of ends justi-
fyingmeans isdetermined. What'
would that set of criteria be?
More importantly, would any
such set avoid the problems of
lUbitrariness? .lnlight of allWis,what is iheCIAto,do? MyguesS'
is that itwill iceepondOing what
it has always done - engage in
covert operations and continue
to be damned if it does and
damned if it doesn'L
what was probably disgust at the
outcome of the vote, it was at that
moment that a story-hungry U
News photographer clicked the
photo ..c1assic,justclassic. Come
on, this is a university newspaper,
not the National Enquirer, don't
invent stories just because they
sound good. We all know Sen.
Banks was NOT asleep so why
fake it? Quit embarrassing your-
selves and just report facts!
Your Pal,
Jerry Banlcs
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Reply To Interlocution
by Loren Petty
The University News
Students combine exercise and
educational "group therapy" in
Terry-Ann Spitzer's water
aerobics class.I have thoroughly
enjoyed Terry's class this se-
mester in spite of some embar-
rassment suffered during dis-
cussions of "women's prob-
lems." Ithas been an enlighten-
ing, to say the least, experience
being a male minority in this
female dominated class.
Spitzer has been at BSU for
nine years now. During that
time she has taught swimming
classes including emergency and
basic water safety and
Iifeguarding, fitness foundations
and rhythmic skills, as well as
some. physical education theo-
retical courses. She also serves
as Director of Intramural Recre-
ation but hopes to be replaced in
that position by a full time direc-
tor in the near future.
Spitzer'S approach to exercise
is the reverse of the"no pain no
gain" mentality. She believes
exercise should be fun, not
painful. She also said concentra-
tion of the fun aspects of exercise
encourage continued participa-
tion, "H you can find ttIe moti-
vation from inside it's going to
be in you a Jot Jonger." A trans-
Dr. Willis
continued from page 5
million annually in the Big Apple,
because agents parked their cars
anywhere, then tore up the tickets?
Seems like over 10,000 undercover
cars were cruisin' the Apple each
day,likeallregisteredtofakenames
and addressesl You got your FBI,
you got your CIA, your DEA, your
Customs agents, your Treasury
boys, your ...we1I, you got the Big
Picture. Big Brother is watching
you,dudel
You may say that our country
needs an intelligence system so that
we don't get surprised by some
iJ1iis weeK.
rrerry-.9I.nn
Spitzer
~ourt did not say when life began,
indeed, ~ecourtsaiditdidn 'tknow
when life began. It said that the
unborn was not "viable" and that
abortion was a socially acceptable
D r means to prevent SUffering. This is
ScJxJedingrr's the same line of reasoning Taney
admission used in Dredd Scott. Dredd SCOll
that the was simply "defined" as anon-per_
foetus is son because he was black and be-
"ali ve" is cause the court thought that slavery
refreshing: was acceptable.
it mercifully The danger here is obvious. If the
eliminates the spectacle of adults state can say-without due pro-
forced into a series of rather bizarre cess-that there is a category of
mental gymnastics to "prove" that humanity that will not receive the
life doesn't begin until it's conve- protection of the law then we have
nient, Unfonunatelythedoctorthen arrived (or should we say, re-ar-
embarks upon a line of reasoning rived) at the Nuremburg Laws of
during which he attempts to con- 1935 which said that the state will
vince us that the "quality of life" is protect only the lives of those citi-
one of our inalienable rights under zens deemed worthy of its protec-
the Constitution and that having an tion. This rather transparently ex-
adequate "quality of life" for some eluded Semites. Already we hear
justifies the termination of the lives recommendations that a child not
of others: that a poor child who is be declared "alive" until three to
going to be unwanted and seven days after a "live"birth: this
uneducated should be killed rather will allow us to examine "it" in
than be forced to suffer through a detail and judge whether "it's" ca-
terrible life or, to be fair, a life pable of having an adequate "qual-
without the basic life due to a child. ity oflife.' Children are victimized
No reasonable human being can first because they are the weakest
equate liberty (for those who
and the pursuit think thatIam
of happiness to Shall we kill to pre- abusing the
"quality of vent a child from term "child,"I
life," referyoutothe
Let us pursue missing a meal or Oxford En-
the doctor's having to do manual glish Dictio-
line of reason- labor at age six? nary)butletus
ingabitfurther. not forget
What consti- Where do we draw men tal
totes a reason- the line? "defectives."
"'Iible quality of We have al-
life? Shall we ready seen the
kill so that the horror of a
, surviving chil- newborn being
~========"""'" dren can go to private school? Shall placed in a crib marked "00 NOT
we kill so that we can afford to buy FEED." Perhaps of more impor-
a new car? Shall we kill to prevent tance to both Drs. Willis and
a child from missing a meal or hav- Schoedinger is the disturbing line
ing to do manual labor at age six? of thought that the old-having
Where do we draw the line? Any reached the end of their productive
standard that would allow any baby years-i-should have the good grace
to survive the abortionist anywhere to die at a relatively early age and
outside of the industrialized world .stop consuming scarce resources.
would end all child killing in this The next step-already recom-
country. Any standard allowing a mended-is that those who do not
baby conceived in this country to be have such good graces be helped.
killed would end all pregnancies in I am not unfeeling towards the
the third world. A set of rules that specter of overpopulation. I do
discriminated-allowed infanti- contend that, properly managed, this
cidesinbothplacesbasedon"qual- world is capable of producing
ity of life" - would be exactly enough food to feed a population at
what they appear to be at first least twice its current size and I
glance-racist. flatly reject the Darwinian notion
I accept killing under three cir- that we are in a lifeboat and lhat this
cum stances: 1) as an act of self- justifies us in killing the weak to
defense, 2) as the result of actions survive. Both Drs. Willis and
taken by the police orthe military Scboedinger voice and understand-
pursuant to their lawfulduty,and3) able fear of overpopulation. Both
as the result of a conviction by a have made the classic mistake of
jury f(X'a capital crime. Just for the the intellectual: they are willing to
record, my support for capital pun- make "hard decisions" (this trans-
ishmentas opposed to life in prison lates to "kill lots of people") on the
is based more on the observation assumption that others will bear the
that the average time served fora burden. Few of the people who opt
sentenceoflife in prison is less than for the "hard decision" to kill so
five years than on any desire to see that some can enjoy an adequate
a human being "fry until he "quality oflife" expect to be among
bubbles"-a description which those thatare to be helped out of this
more accurately describes a typical world and into the next Intellectu-
saline abortion, by the way. aIs apparently never cease ass~·
Many people wish to see abortion ing that the apparaUlS for killing ~s
maintained as a right and are will. and will remain undercontroI. This
ing to overlook--if, indeed, they .is a dadful error and when the
look atall-the fact that thC court in historic realityofthe state not Ix:in.g
Roe v Wade arbitrarily defined the under control manifests itself, It IS
foetus as being a non-person when historicaJly too late to escape the
it used the term "non-viable." .The nightmare.
victims of anorexia and bulemia
in the P.E. classes.
As Director of Intramural Rec-
reationSpitzer has been leading
an effort to upgrade BSU's rec-
reational facilities. Last year she
submitted a proposal to ASBSU
to raise student fees slightly to
accomplish this goal. The pro-
posal was approved by the stu-
dent senate and ASBSU Presi-
dent Pat Reilly but was opposed
by President Keiser. BSU con-
tinues to have the most poorly
funded recreational facilities in
Idaho.
This year Spitzer is working
with the "Human Performance
and Wellness Alliance" which
consists of the heaIth department,
achieve minimaI competency in the physical education department,
water. intramural recreation, and, sup-
. One day in class Spitzer informed posedly, the athletic department.
us that most of her off campus ac- (Spitzer said the alliance has not
tivities involve efforts to save the heard from Athletic Director
world. She is active in a variety of Gene Bleymaier this year.) The
local organizations including The alliance is working on a proposal
Snake River Alliance and serves as for a combined teaching /reere-
adviser to the Student YWCA. Dur- ation facility which will upgrade
ing those discussions in water current facilities used by the
aerobics Spitzer said she "tries to physical education department
bring subjects like abuse and self and intramural recreation.
esteem, 'hiddenissues'intotheopen A well liked, caring professor
to encourage student discussion." who has won the admiration of
Although her job does notincIude her students is the definition of
formaIadvisingduties, Spitzersaid Terry-Ann Spitzer. I strongly
she does infonnal advising with her recommend any of her courses to
students in classes and spends a lor ..,all students regardless of their
of time discussing with students. age or gender.
She expressed a strong concern for _
P
fer of her joy of sports to others is
Spitzer's stated goal.
A genuine love of teaching is
Spitzer's unblushing confession.
She said her favoote course is be-
ginning swimming because it takes
people who cannot swim and
teaches themacompletely new skill.
She said teaching allows her to
"see the lights come on" and cited a
genuine feeling of accomplishment
watching former non-swimmers
Spitzer's approach.
to exercis« is tlie reo
verse of tlie 'no pain
no gain' mentality,
terrorist whacko just as we are sit-
ting down to the Thanksgiving bird.
Maybe so. But we need some
strong controls over our own
whackos, for the simple reason that
we can kill off our own system
while we are protecting it The
goals of freedom of expression and
an open society suggest that we
may have to run some risks in order
to preserve ourselves from spying
on citizens because of their political
ideas.
It'sMonday. Do you know where
your CIA is?
Advice to ASBSU Senators
by Simon Akpa
Student Opinion
Special to The University News
Imust admit that I am puzzled and truly frightened by the ridiculous
behaviorof some senators. Name caIIing and obscene bigotry must not be
tolerated on our campus. .
ASBSU senators mustrealize that in the important work of the Associ-
atedStudentgovenunentofBSU we are not only discharging the obligation
oftheday,butwearepJanningtheorganization,devisingthemethods,and
eliminating over politicizing of students issues, will keep the organization
ASBSU going.
Each of us (senators) should dedicate all of our effort to ensure that our
way of voting and commUnicating as student senators will be constantly
improved andthat it will never be brought to an end by deterioration from
within. To that end. it is the obligation of ASBSU senators and the
executive' branch to think, to plan, to understand and above all else, to
communicate and to think for themselves:
The University
News
wants to hear from
you!
Express your
opinion
Write
a
letter
to
the
Editor
You can mail the letters di-
rectly to The University News
at 1910 University Drive
Boise, 10, 83725, or hand d~
liver it to our office at 1603
If}.University Drive.
The CrucibleWorth a Look'
"Ceballos exploits thefullness of drama contained
in each of these vignettes,' many times it feels as
though the terror could be avoided, only to have
things go awfully wrong, with consequences worse
than we imagined."
• •
THOsilWHO FIND ADVENTURE IN LIFE •• • •
ARE THOSE WHO PREPARE FOR IT • • • • •
TmSWINTER .
~~KICKBUTT~'~-:i
When you take your fun seriously, • 0
we know what-it takes to get you there ... and get you baa. ' •. ,-.* * STUDENT SPECIAL ** . .'
Now thruChristmas, work ouHor $22.501month, ilocontracts,
, and we will wai\1e.yourstartup fee 'HI~'syour bOd!
Theatre Review
By
Jeanette Ross
The University News
Rod Ceballos shows us why we're
going to miss him with a coherent
and entirely relevant production of
The Crucible, at the Morrison
Center's Stage II.
The best way to seea performance
of this play, produced cooperatively
by BSU and Idaho Shakespeare
Festival, is in a roomful of high
school students. Arriveearlyenough
to hear them complain about the
stifling atmosphere in the heavily-
draped theater; wait while they get
a case of the creeps what won't let
up until they hit the school buses
two and a half hours later. This,
children, is how live theater can be
very different from movie theaters
that welcome you the same way
,every night, like mother.
", . PlliywnghtAithur Miller may
have been delivering a lesson on
vengeance and prejudice following
the McCarthy era, but Ceballos'
version of the Salem witchcraft
hysteria has at least as much to say
to today's teenagers. The audience
on Wednesday looked to be locked
to their seats, not only caught up in
the story but also connecting to re-
lated issues of
Satanism, suicide,
abusive and ne-
glectful beliefs and
en vironmen ts
which plague their
lives and ours.
Watching the
show puton by the
"possessed" fe-
males in the play, I
remembered the day, two years ago,
when I was a guest at a Boise junior
high creativewritingclass and heard
three of the 13 students leave sing-
ing "Happy Birthday" to Hitler. I
doubt I was the only one with an
association or two.
This is no good versus evil simpli-
fication of what fear and hate can do
to a small community, no exploita-
tion of two deluded men of God
who inadvertently feed the blaze.
Selfish motives contribute to the
problem; idealized, noble motives
do, too. And, just as important,
Ceballos does not exploit the play's
sexier aspects, the romantic delu-
sions of Abigail, leader of the ac-
cusers. (The play's romance be-
tween Abigail and John Proctor is
one of Arthur Miller's inventions;
in fact, Abigail Williams was 11
years old).
What we get through intelligent
and powerful control of pace, sound
(eery, Africanish stuff by Brent
Johnson), lights (an oppressive dark
designed by Bob Parsley), set (raw
boards to go with raw emotions,
designed by Phil Atlakson), and
great heaps of dun-brown costumes
that mock individuality (by Ann
Means) all contribute to our insight
into the way ideals can both sustain
us and lead us astray. Many-OK,
I'll go farther than that-most of
the individual performances fall into
my categories of good and very
good, but the secret here is not single
stellar performances but overall feel.
As Ceballos himself might point
out with satisfaction, there's no dial,
folks, you can't shut it off.
The story is assembled through
Scenes ofrapidly iiic(Casing in~n. :
sity.' Ceballos exploits 'die 'frilIhess:
ofdnuna contained in each of these
vignettes; many times it feels as
though the terror could be avoided,
only to have things go awfully
wrong, with consequences worse
than we imagined. Knowing the
story, knowing that a handful of
girls playing at fortune-telling and
conjuring will lead to 19 deaths and
the destruction of their own futures,
does not lessen the immediacy of
events and their consequences.
Ceballos' casting sometimes
strikes me as peculiar, but it avoids
the danger of typecasting and gives
actors a chance to grow. Here, his
choices range from OK to excel-
lent, Anne Marie Tremko does a
fme job with the teenager, Abigail
Williams, whose longing for the
love of John Proctor propels much
of the evil that is done. Tremko's
Abigail does wicked things without
being a wicked woman, and our
Tune IQToday for
, Tomorrow
sympathy for her only increases the
awfulness of her action-we have
to recognize how our own rebellion
against society's hypocrisy can de-
stroy us.
Robert G. Anderson delivers an- sullen role. Hershey is an actress
other of his over-the-top character- Film Review that constantly surprises. From The
izations, this time as the Rev. John By Last Temptation of Christ to The
Hale, a man who walks into the Cliff Hall Natural and Worlds Apart, Hershey
action an innocent servant of the has demonstrated a quiet kind of
Light and leaves with a deeper and The University News self-restraint and an attractive
much darker vision of God and hu- power.
mankind. Stitch Marker's Rever- Jazz artist Wynton Marsalis con-
end Parris is revealed only gradu- TunelnTomorrowstarsPeterFalk, tributes an exceptionally under-
ally to be concerned with preserv- Keanu Reeves, Barbara Hershey stated score that brings, the mood of
ing his authority; Mikel and,inminorsupportingroles,John swingingNewOrleanstomindwith
MacDonald's farmer, John Proc- Laroqueue,HopeLange,Elizabeth each tune. He also plays trumpet in
tor, is a man wh8 assumes his own McGovern and sex. lies. and the film and conducts the band fora
rectitude and authority and comes videotape's Peter Galagher. It's a few diverting dance numbers.
to abitterreckoning with himself in fine, diverse, ensemble cast com- Director Jon Amiel (Queen of
his fmal moments. posed of experienced actors and Hearts) directs Tuneln Tomorrow,
One of my favorite Idaho relative newcomers and the primary his first American film, with a flair
Shakespeare Festival performers, reason to check out this wacky for the swirling of reality and fan-
Susan Coromel, gives a steady, nu- comedy. ' tasy that catches you off guard. It
anced performance of Proctor's Thestoryrevolvesaroun~anea:rly unders~resthem,?'srelationships
wife, Elizabeth. Coromel demon- obsolete New Orleans radio stanon and heightens their needs and de-
strates how well we can come to "A th .. .f. t t d ro ti I d (K )kri~f'Y.a chaptcterwiW:?~td~~on-,' " s e young, tnja ua e . roman IC eo, eanu
G
~tt:,~e~=)~rof·uJMaryt=' ..::'tl1zt:~hi'd:iJJe:J'::zf:'f.~%i!r~uh~fdfy~~6fe~}t::
line s mterpretanon 0 li. le i l'''' , '
Warren, which was so continuously a ZIt e unsett tng, '
unhinged that we could easily be- in 1951 and its savior, Pedro .sires,
come exhausted by her abject terror Carmichael (played by Falk), who As compared to Jacob's Ladder,
before she is. is brought in to rewrite The Kings of another movie that tangles the "ac-
Of the lesser characters drawn into the Garden District, a daily soap tual" and the "extraordinary," To-
the action, Rick Anderson, as the opera that's about as exciting as a morrow uses its ambiguity to fur-
idiosyncratic old Giles Corey, is a pet's funeral. Carmichael, who therthe story, give character insight
standouL apparently has proven himself in and increase the emotional levels; it
And e r - the past, swoops in and not only is not an astounding waste of time
son raises the ratings through the roof, and money. The twists and turns-
m a k e s but ignites tempers, arouses pas- and sometimes dream-like rever-
the old sions and inspires greatness. Sals-add so much to the whole of
coot lov- Falk's eccentric portrayal, remi- the picture that it wouldn 'tbe nearly
able and niscent of his Sam Diamond in as acceptable without them.
be liev- Murder By Death, careens, barely Amiel's attention to early '50s
able, and missing the pitfall of exaggeration. detai1andhisawarenessofcharacter
we are In fact, the role is something of a personality is altogether pleasin$.
horrified tour de farce-at one point he plays especially in a film such as this
whenwelearnhisfate.Thisputsthe every role in thesoap--and, ifnoth- where it's pivotal to the plot and
climactic emotion where it should ing else, it'S great fun to watch. vital for the humor.
be- at the crucial, final moment of As the young, infatuated romantic Admittedly there are times the soap
his part of the story. Also worth lead, Reeves seems to stumble and its extravagant writing and ac-
mentioning:ISFstalwartJoeHulser through a southern accent and his tors seem to overwhelm the "real"
as an officer of the court who is unfocused stare is, unfortunately, film story butl wouldn't wish them
willing to destroy the village in or- more than a little unsettling. As in cut for anything. And some mo-
der to save iL Did anyone else no- most of his previous films, though, ments of Tune In Tomorrow are of
tice how much this guy resembles what he lacks in solid technique he such a magical quality that its en-
youroccasionaIcoach orhigh school more than makes up for in enthusi- chantmentmakes up forthe whimsy
principal? asm, andsomewhatdelieate(readfliinsy)
The Crucible continues Nov. 16- His "older woman" love interest plot line,
18. 8:15 pm, at Stage II of the and aunt, played by Hershey (sans This is definitely one film that is
Morrison center. Tickets are $11 her Beaches lips), is nicely dis- muchmoreenjoyablewhileyou're
for adults, $7 seniors and students, tracted and at times visibly tom. watching than later when analyzing
free to BSU students. She is quite nice in this unusually iL '
---------
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FREE TANS!
withBSU
·~Ac~vity Card
---------
"Backtracking:
Ancient Art of
Southern Idaho"
thruJan.9
Idaho State Historical Mu-
seumatJuliaDavisPro:k?~re
in Boise will be ex!rlbIting
feature interpretatIons ~y }j;
archaeologist Max PaveSlC ~
and~t William Studebaker S!
(from CSI). Hours are 9 a.m> ~~
5 p.m, Mon.-Sat., 1-5 p.m. 11:
Sun. Admission: free, dona- ~:
tion accepted. . ~
i"
Live-Interactive Tel~c(]
"Enhancing CampusCe
Nov. 15 .
From noon-2 p.m, in the Simplo
Technology Center, Room 210.
"EffectiveApproaches to Campus Security" Nov.
This special teleconference will touch on the subject of campus security from no
Instt:uctional Technology Center - Room 210. You are welcome to bring a sack lunch,
provided.
Elliott, c- .'
RSchroeder=r,ecitaI N ""~c
BSU facult OV.16
Catherine BIb ztembers
SOprano a~'" mezzo_~~~sr~o,pe~~~
the piano.' MScbroederOn
terRecital omson Cen
Tid'ck~tsgo fo~~ at. 7:80:
a lJlission$2 . . . generalfor stud ' senIors A.._." ..•.... ents at the d ,u-ee. '. Oor.
rlUi Rock'- BQrror .
Picture Show .
Nov. 17GALA presents the audience
participationt midn!ght movie .
classic starTlngTim Curry,
Susan Saran don, BaTl'Y
Bostwick and MeatlO8.fin the
SPEC at 8 p.m. Admission at
. the door is· $2 student~, $4
general arid, p~esse, no nce!
plotJMicron Instructional
ine._
at
s
In;'~~ofes.
Lundy will
[tight, Left
" Alterna•
~ftheSoviet
luring the
con fol'Um
n at the
estaurant. A.
and answer
will follow
presentation.
ed individuals
lrchase their
~t Noodles or
eir own. The
etures are free
n to the public.
Ire info~contactsu COllege of
Sciences and
• Affairs at 385·
;.""
Alabama
Lorrie Morgan
and Clint Black
Nov. 16
Those kin fswing b .gs 0 countryrmg two ne:'futry recording artists
e BSU Pavilion at 8
p.m, If tickets are still
S
avaIlablethey're $18 50 t
• •••••••• ;;;.~~elect-a.Seat. . a
Stress Management
Nov. 14
From 1:;30.6 p.m. in Vo-Tech Room 210
youcanJOln those nontraditional students
In the throes oflearning how to manage
stres~ in their lives in a special afternoonov. 15 meet!ng. Please feel free to join them-
I noon.2 p.m. in the S' 1 tJMi evemfyouhaveneverjoinedthembefore.
nehors ki Imp 0 cronnac Items. Beverages will be .
W·lli1. amAnderson
Autograph Part
Nov. 17 y
Thi ? Boise author will be
to SIgn copies ofhi I at BSU
Taming Mt hi s atest book
be
1(5 :yAlaska dhi
. at-selling BAT.2 an his
signin . 1. The book
AlumJ ~ spo?~red by the BSU
. soeiation andwill be used to fund proceeds
scholarship Th a BSU
BSU Booksto ~ party is in the
10 re 10 the SUB fr
a.m.-1 a.m. om
AuthorJames Crumley Reads Nov. 16
The author ofThe Last Good Kiss, One to Count Cadence,
The Wrong Case and Dancing Bear is currently writing
scree!1plays but will take a break to give a reading~t 7:30
p.m.m the SUB Lookout Room as part of the BSU Writers
and Artists .Series. Cl'Umley has been hailed as one of the
great Amencan writers of our time and tomiss this FREE
readingofhisown fiction would be unforgivable. Be there ...
~'.1'-"'<t»>:c. ........., •• :t:-'~.~:'"":"'I·"·',,,,~·r..:'\
ANight For Wolves
Nov. 14 .
Sponsored by }Ian11lili's, one can
rock out and dance to the rock•n•
roll of Secret Agents while
showing support for 1c1ah() wolf
recovery. Tickets are $3 at the
doorancl all proceeds go to help
further educations1ProgratnS
throUgh the Wolf Recovery •
Foundation, a~tsorgam- .:
•iation.EventB start at 8p.m.
clowntown at 621 MiUn; For more
into.csl19S9~O. ..
Film Review
CliGlIall
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WilliJones Promising
Debut
j
Music Review
By
Lisa Krepel
The University News
Willi Jones' debut album is a
promising start forthiscountry/pop/
blues singer. '
The album, tilled WilUJones, in-
cludes the. obligatory social issue
ballads as well as down home
country complete with banjo
pickin'. Jones IS at her best when
she is allowed to bring out the hard
edge in her southern drawl.
"Ain't It a Shame" is a perfect
vehicle for Jones' style. Itcombines
poignant lyrics arid a minimum of
background instrumentals and
voices to interfere with the lead
vocals. The gospel feel of the lyrics
and style provide a showcase for
Jones' moving voice and expres-
siveness.
"On the day I was born I started to
die/So I asked my Mama but she
didn't know why/When she was
gone it all became clear/We're only
guests and visitors here ... Hear me
now, Lord, Ifl'm not dead/Who are
these voices singin' in my head?/
They tell me to be strong and live
withthepain/Butlcan'tgoon 'cause
love died in vain."
"Long Legged' Goddess," co-
written and performed with Willie
Dixon, mixes fun country vocals
with hard driving rock percussion
and guitar. When Jones cuts loose,
as she does in this song, she brings
energy and sensuality to her music.
Jones' auempts at social relevance
in her lyrics produce mixed results.
"SoLong, MaryJane" supposedly
deals with the 60s generatton kick-
ing their addiction to marijuana, It
would be more appropriate as an
addition to the mOVIeproduction of
Godspel! with a long-haired,
flower-bedecked cast bidding a fond
farewell to their drug and welfare
tifies repression. While the song
rated a draw on its vocal and instm-
mental qualities, it gets a big rasp- "
berry when the lyrics are also con-
sidered.
The lack of drive in percussion
combined with back up vocals that
sound like a southern Bananarama
carry over into "Dessie Mae's Last
Words" and ''Love Me Up." Jones'
truly enjoyable voice is lost among
annoyingly uninspired guitar solos
and a loud rhythm section domi-
nated by tambourine. "Living On '
Change" overdoes the country hard
luck story to the point of triteness
and deserves fast forwarding.
The album as a whole is worth
dependant days in the park. Con-
trary to appearances this is actually
a compliment, as I consider
Godspell one of the best musicals of
all time.
"Where My City Stood" is a bal-
lad dedicated to the people who
were left homeless after Hurricane
Hugo. Writer John Glover found
his inspiration while in Charleston
during the storm. The haunting
sound of Jones and the guitar ac-
companiment is reminiscent ofEdie.
Brickell at her best.
The more traditional pop/country
selections on the album are also hit
and miss. "NoPassion"isasolidhit
with good old banjo pickin' and
foot stomping barnyard fun. ....-------------.
"Southern Hospitality"
loses during its speaking
portions but is almost re-
deemed by the moments
when Jones lets her gutsy
sound go and the guitarist is
stricken with rare inspira-
tion and starts to get down
and dirty. The heavy handed
cymbal and snare along with
predictable harmonica so-
los tend to drag a bit and
reign in the song just when
it should be driving to a hot
finish. The lyrics of this tune
fmally doom the piece to
remaining a loser.
"Our men are strong,
they're never wrong/And
we're just as soft. as a sum-
merybreeze!ButtheLawof
the Land rests in our liule
hands ... Women fawn but
all along/Beware should they dare
disagree./It's then that those flow-
ers tap into their powers/We call
that Southern Hospitality."
A 1990 recordlngartist making
apologies arid defenses of the pater-
nalistic treatment of women In the
south is nothing short of repulsive.
Jones tries to turn the stereotypical
power relationship on its head and
assert female power but instead jus-
"listeniDll to and buying. "Ain't It a
Shame't' and "No Passion" even
make my list of personal favorites
of this year.
On Jones' next album she should
beallow~tocomeoutfrom ~ind"
the back up vocals and stop striving
fora breathless, timid quality. Jones'
strength is in her sharp,almost harsh
edge and the gutsy emotion she can
portray when given the opportunity.
~ 5E-18D89
Zalrl
"Reflection Is our Business"
Sun Valley Gear o:I<\:-y
FAGIORY PllOf
Upper level
Boise Towne Square
323·0337
~~a
$5off Spirnl Penns.
The quickest \\~Il'[0~o [rom blah to
beautiful is with a perm, And at our salons,
\'OU can ell it in one afternoon -withc:mt an
:,ppllimntem, And without 'spending a lot
of ITI(1ncy.So gel a spirul perm, indudin~
cut and style. for just S4l111l1-5-l511ll U'"~
hair extra,
" ,
THIRDDIMEISIII CUTS
. No appoi.ntment salons.
*Good Through 11/25/90
*1774 W. State St. *Bolse Towne Square !
"Karcher Mall *10391 Fairview Ave.
*Garden City
FRED MEYER
*Hillcrest Center
5212Overland
Irons, Close, Silver
crea~~~nat~
ful and, in her curious moments of
narration from the coma, under-
standably dour. Close has always
been able to bring nuance of com-
plexion to each of her characteriza-
tions and in Reversal she demon-
strates that range rather well. I had
A film based on the "events sur- always imagined Sunny more on
rounding the super-rich Sunny and the innocent casualty side, now-
Claus Von Bulow, her subsequent beyond Close's performance and
insulin-induced coma and his trial hercharacter'syearsofaddiction-
for her attempted murder couldn't it's indisputable she was not a
be entertaining, what? Reversal of victim.
Fortune, the new film detailing the Ron Silver is the lawyer 'who de-
events before Von Bulow's appeal cides, against his better judgement,
before the Rhode Island Supreme to take the case and realizes that the
Court, is more than entertaining; I law is not infallable. This is one of
was thoroughly caught up in it. .Silver's finest performances and he
" LikeA Cry in the Dark, the movie makes the most of it-from break-
based on that unfortunate Australian ing his cordless phone to his attempts
trial in which the media and most of at getting the case heard; his Alan
the public had already determined M. Dershowitz is filled with passion
the guilt of the lady whose baby was and exasperation. Silver is a star I
eaten by a dingo, Reversal Of For- could watch for hours and, now that
tune putters with the notion that we I think about it, that's what makes
clearly recognize Von Bulow's ac- Reversal so watehable. Each per-
countability. Until this film I was formance is saturated with the kind
quite positive of his guilt; that he of verve that makes annoyance
had attempted to kill his wife for her impossible.
money...,-14 million U.S. dollars. Mark Isham's music is the ideal
But-now I'm not sure; ' ....". "counterpointtotheHayden,Mozart
Jeremy Irons, the semi-psychotic and Wagner pieces that are used to
twins from Dead Ringers and the tremendous effect. Within the
passive priest in The Mission, is the context of both an optimal tragedy
perfect Von Bulow. At one point, and a very wealthy household, his
while relating his version of "what music is a flawless blend of the
really happened" to agroup of young romantic and formal. I'd buy it on
law students, Irons looks so much. CD.
like Von Bulow that front 'page Director Barbet Schroeder pre-
pictures from newspapers leap to sents Reversal with a sly wit and
mind. It's an uncanny portrayal eye for the ironic. Most of the fun
laced with a strangeness and dark- of Reversal of Fortune is found in
ness I didn't expect If he truly the fact that the Von Bulows are
didn't try to kill his wife by inject- practically public domain, we know
ing her with insulin he's probably the story-or at least what the me-
guilty of some other crime... dia presented to us-and have made
As Sunny, Glenn Close exudes our decisions. When Glenn Close
the aura of a spoiled, difficult and, and Jeremy Irons put in their ear
depressed litlle girl inhabiting the ' plugs and tie on their hostage-like
body of a woman. Her Sunny is, in blindfolds before bed it's enough to
turns, drunk, stoned, enraged, piti- restore your faith in Hollywood.
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RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS
CASHIN ON GOODGRIDES.
Ifyou're a freshman or sophomore with
good grades, apply now for an Army
ROTC scholarship. It pays off during
college. And afterwards.
i
ABMYROTC'
THE SMlBTEST COIJ.EGE
COURSEIOU CUTIIE.
RND ()IJTMORE, CoNTACT
MAJOR~OSEPH CARLSON AT385-3500
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Traveling Wilburys Move Ahead
By Edna Gudnerson
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAYI
Apple CollegeInfonnationNetworlc
The Traveling Wilburys. four
graying rock heroes who founded a
slap-hapPf garage band. defy all
logic. Theil second album bears the
head-scratching title Vol.3. Rather
than splash their considerably fa-
miliar names across billboards and
Billboard,· they lay low under
mysterious aliases.
Two years ago, when Vol. 1was
embraced by fans and critics. they
called themselves Lucky. Otis.
Charlie T. Jr •• Nelson and Lefty.
Now GeorgeHarrisoil is Spike. Bob
Dylan is Boo. Tom Petty is Muddy
and Jeff Lynne is Clayton. The late
Roy Orblson, to whom Vol. 3 is
dedicated, was Lefty. ~
This brotherhood is serious about
its lunacy. Like last time. theWilbies
have concocted a loose. spontane-
ous rock 'n' droll record. Inrecord
time. They wrote. recorded and
mixed 15 songs (11 are on the LP)
in six weeks. Speedy by industry
standards. but a glacial pace com-
p~ to that of their Grammy-
wmmng debut, wrapped up in 10
days.
Dylan. the most skeptical member
originally. was the impetus behind
Vol.3.Harrison recounts this phone
exchange:
Dylan: "When are we doing an-
other Wilburys record?"
Harrison: "Why? Do you want
to?"
Dylan: "Yeah. don't you?"
Harrison: "Yeah. I do:'
Says Harrison. "I think everyone,
particularly Bob. was more willing
to do it this time. Never having been
in a band before. Bob wasn't quite
sure what the result would be on the
first one. This time. we knew what
to expect. Bob was keen to do this
one:'
Because Dylan's demanding tour
schedule limited his participation
the first time, he was heavily used
during last spring's sessions at
Harrison's studio. Consequently. he
handles most lead vocaIs.
Another volume may gel in a year
or two. Lyrinesays the group "could
go on for a long time. It's a lovely
thing. because it's almost like a
sideline. All of us on ourown would
be much more picky and careful
about making records:'
How do four rhythm guitarists
make music together?
"We sit around ina circle and just
start strumming." Lynne says.
laughing.
Every Wilburycontributed to each
song on Vol. 3. a more integrated
whole than the debut's revolving
solo turns. "Now you can hear what
Wilbury music is." Harrison says.
"We definitely have a sound:'
Orbison's death in 1988 robbed
the Wilburys of its finest voice, but
the group never considered rep lac-
in~ him.
, Youcan'treplacekoy.vllarrison
says.
'There's no telling what kind of
record we could have made with
Roy." Dylan says. "Everyone
missed him. but it wasn't like any-
one sat around and talked about it."
Says Lynne. "Roy' s voice was the
best ever. We were all a little in-
timidated. He'd sing a partand we'd
all go. 'Oooh, I hope I don't have to
come in after him:"
Despite their warm camaraderie.
the Wilburys probably won't tour.
Road warriors Petty and Dylan are
game, but Lynne isa studio animal.
and Harrison is a homebody.
"Touring takes a hell of a lot of
energy. and you have to put the rest
of your life on hold." Harrison says.
"I don't see it at the moment,but
I'm not against doing a few live
shows."
Dylan. though. hints that the group
indeed might take the stage. 'The
Wilburys would be pretty good
live." he says.
GundersenwritesforUSATODAY.
QSourtd Newest Stereo Advancement
By Craig Wilson
©Copyright 1990. USA TODAYI
AppleCollegeInformationNetwork
Music is going 3-D.
The sound created by a new
technology called QSound. being
releasedlaterthis month, transcends
normal stereo speakers. It seems to
revolve around the room. as if
emanatingfromdozensof~ers.
fooling listeners into believmg there
are sound sources where there aren' t,
And you can hear it without hav-
ing to get a new stereo system.
It's all on the tape.
The sound is produced with a
hardware-software package used in
the studio during the fmalrecording
process for music. television. radio
and motion picture sound. The
system, from Archer Communica-
tions ofCaIgary. Alberta. took nine
Imagine
the
pastabfhtleffi...
Three fantastic
locations
to serve you:
Downtown.
6th and Main
Old Boise
Towne Square MaD
at the
Theatre Complex
Nampa
·I-84@
years to develop.
QSound not only gives the full 3-
D sound effect on regular stereo
systems-it also works over con-
ventional FM stereo radio broad-
casts and television when QSound
recordings are played.
Recordings using QSound will
cost no more than regular record-
ings, according to industry otficials,
Not everyone is bowled over by
QSound. however.
, "It's a good bit of technology. but
I don't think it's any better or worse .
than any number of other such
systems popping up out there." says
Michael Smolen. executive editor
of Stereo Review in New York.
"Do I think it's the greatest thing
since sliced bread? No:'
Smolen points out that Hughes
Electronics designed a similiar
system called SRS-Sound Re·.
trieval System-for two Sony TV
models that came out this year.
Sony's SRS system functions in
both mono and stereo and repro-
cesses the TV's audio signal to re-
create how the human ear hears
sound.
SRS works for viewers wherever
they sit in the room: There's no
need to be in the "sweet spot" be-
tween the two speakers for optimal
stereo effect. says Jim Columbo of
Sony's Consurner Display Products
Co.
ButaIl these sound processes have
their limitations. .according to
Smolen. . .. ',.. .:
One problem with QSound. for
example. is most people don't own
spectacular sound equipment to
begin with. QSound doesn't im-
o
prove the sound, it only makes the
sound seem as if it's coming from
every comer.
"So if you have an average hi-f at
home. and not a great one," says
Smolen. "who cares how good you
make itT'
After all. how many places do you
need mediocre quality sound com-
ing from? Smolen also doesn't like
the fact that QSound "messes with
the signal." or the original record-
ing.
"If it's alive album, Iwant to hear
it as a live album. I don't want it to
sound like it came out of a record-
ing studio." says Smolen. "There
are those of us audiophiles who
believe you shouldn'tmess with the
signal."
(Craig Wilson writes for USA T0-
DAY.)
QSound
Debut
Nov. 13
I!f"S!~t
1':'':i1~work#} The QSound break-iN@.J through makes its debut
l:,,,~ Nov. 13 withI Madonna's newest al-
bum, The Immaculate
Collection.
The superstar's great-
est hits are remixed to
enhance the QSound
element on albums.
tapes and CDs.
The greatest hits al-
bum will include
QSound remixes of
"Like aVirgin .....Lucky
Star" and "Into the
Groove," among others.
"Obviously she liked
what she heard," says
Liz Rosenberg, a Ma-
donna spokeswoman in
New York.
Michael Smolen of
Stereo Review says
Archer Communica-
tions' (developers of
QSound) public rela-
tions coup was getting
"someone of
Madonna's caliber" to
record on the new
technology. "Because.
really, there are new
;@ audio processing tricks** out every few months,"
f&:t. sa~s Smolen.
I~=;'1~~~~~
~~~ artists who perform onfig., MTV. which broadcasts
Iin stereo, QSound's..... only technical require-k ment,f+~ (Craig Wilson writes for
Fit;; USA TODAY.)
:~Mj~~
PIZZA
PASTA" PIZZAZZ
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UNPLANNED
PREGNANCY?
Idaho Youth Ranch
ADOPTION
SERVICES
Free Counseling
Choice of Adoptive Parents
342-6805
1416 W. Franklin Street, Bois
d..m-conIldentll/
.---. TICKETS AVAfLABLE ,!I AT ALL
, SELECT-A-8EAT
( OUTLETS
:,. ...•,,_ -
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I offer no unique projects, but SPB makes 'up Dearly 30 percentYes, I'm fully behind our becoming Yes, campus safety is an
wish to be in a position to involved in ISL. I believe nothing immediate concern. The hashed of the ASBSU budget; I believe .
Eve support ISL, to ensure that could be more effective than a over solutions of lights, tele- this is adequate funding. I also
Costello campus safety issues are united voice of students from all phones, crosswalks, speed limits believe students should be
Pre- resolved, and to provide equal over Idaho speaking through a and an escort service are all on charged to attend events at a
Nursing access to campus facilities for professional lobbyist on matters of their way to becoming fact My reduced rate such as is now in
Fresh. all students. funding. By speaking out against role as a senator would be to practice regarding movies,
Incumbent funding cuts and providing funding ensure that these elements are concerts, comedians and any
to lobby the legislature perhaps implemented and not set by the similar events. H students weren't
ASBSU can help provide equal wayside, as has happened in the charged we couldn't afford many
opportunity for education. . past. of the events SPB makes possible.
I will work with the student It is absolutely crucial for ASBSU Absolutely. Recently we've seen Nol SPB should not have to
YWCA on a women's resource to join ISL. At a quarter a student, a an improvement in lighting and charge students one dime to
Melinda center. As a member of the professional higher education the addition of one security attend events; however with the
Davidson Idaho Safety Coalition I support lobbyist is the key to more money phone on campus, however there quality of performers and the
Political the establishment of statewide for BSU. There is a huge govern- is much that can still beim- number of first run films SPB has
Science safety standards for Idaho ment surplus right now and a full- proved. Consistent pressure in brought in/they have been forced
Senior schools. To increase student time professional lobbyist is an the right places is the only way to do so this year. A larger SPB
Iricumbent representation on the parking excellent means of ensuring that to solve the safety "problem." budget would ensure students
advisory board I co-sponsored a higher education is allocated the their right to some good free
resolution CeIling for addition of money it needs for everything. cultural exposure for their $600·
three to four students. plus tuition.
Campus safety, expansion of Yes, but guidelines need to be It is a critical issue, I will No, the SPB is not adequately
day care services and more established in order to cut the fat donate my senatorial monies to funded because one can never
no photo John
emphasis on services offered to from administration and insure that more lighting and security. The adequately fund; enough projects
special needs students. Better changes beneflt the students. More issue has taken a back seat to . and services for the students. It isavailable Decker lighting, a security-organized funding is needed to alleviate building and whether or not high time the administration
escort service and telephones is .faculty salarycompression and to there should be a MSWprogram realized that without students they
a must. A telephone outside of hire more faculty in.disciplines that on this campus;'Nicebuiidings: .,. ' would not have jobs.Someevents
the dorms is needed. The dorms lack sufficient numbers of faculty a good library, and educational are so expensive that a minimal
are locked at 11:00 and the . so that a reasonable student to programs really aren't worth a fee from students is necessary. I
telephones inside become faculty ratio exists and to improve whole lot if the students are do not feel thatihis is true for all
inaccessable. student services and security. fearful of utilizing the facilities. events, however.
Parking, day care, student Membership in the ISL and We must improve lighting, the No answer.
wellness center, security. We upgrading of the BSU lobbyist security phone system and have
should build parking structures. position to paid intern are priorities. a full-time police dispatcher on
Lou
They could house the campus The legislature controls much of campus.
Esposito
day care and wellness center and the campus policy. TwentyfIvc
Con.Mgmt.
include security and lighting cents per student out of existing
Soph.
systems. Obtaining necessary funds is miniscule compared to the
approvals, conflicts with possible returns of a well runIncumbent building plans and uncertainties lobbying effort.
over parking revenues to secure
the bonds could pose problems.
-:
Reinstatement of ASBSU pay Yes, a united voice is a stronger Campus safety is always of SPB currently receives 29 percent
cuts plus re-evaluation of voice. concern, however the vast of the ASBSU budget. This is the
Wes'Garvin
position descriptions and majority of students I have highest of any' ASBSU club or
Acctg.
salaries and inclusion of part- talked with already do not feel organization. Current fees are
time students in ASBSU. I co- as though we have lost the kept low because of ASBSUFresh. sponsored senate bill 14 which . campus to criminal elements.Incumbent funding. To not charge fees wouldaddresses the salary issue. I am The administration is already require increasing ASBSU
currently involved in an initiatve making improvements in funding to SPB, which in turn
on the ballot to allow part-time lighting, crosswalks and would necessitate decreasing
students to vote on their telephones. funding to other organizations.
inclusion in ASBSU.
Thomas
Kinsey
Conim.
Junior
I plan to look into the funding and
ethical procedures with student
employment I will work with the
departJnent of student arfairs in
ethical matters. And as with
funding, I will want to enlighten
the senate with unique aspects.
Yes. I would keep knocking at
their door until some solution is
made.
We really need the work on the
diverse needs of this campus.
I would like to maintenance the
legislation with an uplifting and
goal setting policy. To keep our
schooling practices in line with
.the demands of our society.
I will be concerned with getting Yes, I feel having a lobbyist will Yes, anytime there is an issue Yes, SPB is already the hightest
student organizations better be beneficial to BSU students. concerning safety of the students paid organization on campus, but
Stacey funding and participation on The benefits we will reap froin
Mitchell campus. Student organizations this will far outweigh the amount
it should be taken seriously. If they should be because they put
Radiol- need to be better emphasized of money that will be spent I will
there is a problem concerning on a lot of activities for the -.(i.
safety brought up, I feel it should students. The students are being
081 because they reflect the enthusi- promote getting more money be a high priority for the senators charged for events now because
Soph. asm of the campus. The second from the state board of education to fmd a solution. SPB is getting better quality films
project is getting students better and Slate legislature policy in. If there wasn't a charge for
seating during home football concerning education. The these events, the quality would
games.This will require compro- decisions they make directly
mise with the athletic director. influence BSU students.
Improve campus lighting, equal Yes, we need to have representa- Campus security is important to No. The programs board needs to
representation of all students and tion. We need to have our every university and college. I have activities for all students,
Grant better access for financial aid. We
concerns appropriated in budget think we need more efficient
no photo Roy
need to access community support and we need a strong senate body patrols and improved campus
available Political
as well as state funding. Each to d<?}his. I am that man. lighting.
Science
student needs to have equal .l. '"!.l-. u·,r.
Senior
representation regardless of group
or college he/she belongs to.
Students need to be aware of
services and financial aid avail-
able to them.
I will continue with the recycling I support our joining the ISL. Absolutely. A student awareness
If the SPB was funded more,
program as chairperson of the BSU needs a full time lobbyist program designed to inform
students would not have to pay as
recycling committee to ensure the . just as other schools for represen- students of the dangers and
much or any at all. Any additional
Robert campus balance of intrinsic tation. I will support the ISL dangerous areas on campus and
funding would help the programs ...
Waldron beauty and safety, monitor waste legislation so that students' include a slogan like "Walk with
the SPB sponsors by improving
Business and nm-off water, help wildlife voices are heard by the Slate a friend" or "Buddy system"
the quality. But not all students
Admin. and surround BSU with landscap- board of education along with
when walking on jhis campus at participate in eve,ry SPB activity,
Soph. ing. I will help fund student active participation concerning night
therefore if funding was to be
Incumbent organizations with the recycling student concerns in education. At
distributed not all students would
project and sales of marketable 25 cents per student, the benefits
benefit
goods. far outweigh the.costs. "'"
I will fight to improve BSU I support joining ISL. ISL's
I have created a statewide student SPB should have an increase in
safety. If the Broncos are having a lobbyist will know the complexi-
safety organization, the Idaho funding to bring a greater amount
winning season, does fhe athletic ties behind the Idaho political
Student Coalition for Safety. of quality programs as well as
Gretchen department cut back or eliminate scene. The cost is a bargain
which includes UI and ISU. Gov. more expensive programs to BSU.
Warthen athletic funding? Safety must be considering the hundreds of
Andrus supports ISCS's efforts No, students should not be
Comm. addressed just as athletic funding thousands of dolllars BSU will
for safety standards and has put charged a user fee for films, noon-
Senior is addressed. I understand the gain with a professional lobbyist
ISCS on the state board agenda. I time entertainment,lectures and
Incumbent importance of working as a team ASBSU must become more
will not yield to low crime other related events. Yes, students
with the senate, the executive and involved in Idaho's political and
statistics and apathy in my fight to should be charged minimal fees ~
judicial branches of the ASBSU educational institutions to receive
improve BSU's campus safety for special concerts and high
government. maximum benefits.
measures. expense events.
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collegiate crossword
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~Edward Julius Collegiate CWa7Da
ACROSS 42 "It's -!" 12 Rains frozen
43 Stuck in IIlJd raindrops
44 Tease 14 Original inhab-
45 p'art of NNP itants
46 Wrestling holds 15 Chum
47 Pertaining to birth 20 Juvenile delinquent
49 Hydrogen, for one 23 "Key -"
51 Testimonial 24 Studies
53 Vehement speeches 26 Actress - Hasso
54 Obtains 27 Fathers, in France
55 Proceed ina 29 Arct t c explorer
gliding manner 30 Like St. Peter's
56 Hate 32 Woodedareas
33 Flowering plant
34 Pi 11agers
35 Irish city
36 Severe pa in
37 Pain relievers
38 Valuable French
paintings
39 Ancient Britishers
41 Most competent
43 Bank inventory
46 Mother of Clytem-
nestra
47 French resort
48 Touch on
50 --jongg
52 Buttons or Barber'
1 Roller-coaster ride
sound
7 Fundamentals
13 Feeling of failure
15 Pickering or Hogan
16 Resort or car
17 Straighten again
18.Wrong
19 - in .one's side
21 Lao--
22 State -
23 Well-known club
24 Public disturbance
25 Before
26 "Stompin' at the
-"
DOWN
1 Pred Icament or
fight
2 Imaginary monster
3 Gorges
4 Sponsorship (var.)
5 Greek Mars
6 "Bei - Bist Du
Schoen"
7 Dutch Afri cans
8 Astronaut Shepard
g Spanish for sun
10 First
11 Bleeps
27 Bartletts
28 Was ambitious
30 Gives out cards
31 Breakfast di sh
32 Henry, Joh n, or
Glenn
33 Treeless plain
35 Revi ves (2 wds.)
38 Roger or Dudley
39 Openings
40 World War 11 agency
SUM M E DI A G A INS T_or ,C REA TEl CON NOT I "
. RAT T~I!! ~~ D WIN K
U NIT T WEE DAN T I
F I E. T I E D Y E G A T
FA RIE AS T E LIE C T
_R
U TIitm M
EIR L E
G L EIN N EPA M A S E R
L I MII T DIMME R_
I V liE S P I TSIT o P
MEG F 0 R E S T.0 N A
"",MIRO OMENS"ARES
. ETA G E~~~I~ EM P 0 S
RUT LED GEE L A I N E
.PEEKSAT PADDED
ANSWERS
'10 'IHE
NOvEMBER Ie
CROSSWORD
PuzzLE
THE OUIGMANS by Buddy HickeBon
Disorganized crime.
NO GIMMICKS-EXTRA IN-
COME NOWI ENVELOPE
STUFFING-$600-$800 every
week-Free Details: SASE to
Brooks International, Inc., P.O.
Box #680084, Orlando, FL
32868.
MAVERIK-AII shifts available.
Contact Kathy or Jean.
344-6131.
LOOking for a fraternity, so-
rority or student organization
that would like to earn $500-
$1000 for a one week on-cam-
pusmarketing project. Must be
organized and hard working.
CallCynthiaor Jeanine at (800)
592-2121 ext. 120.
National marketing firm seeks
outgoing, personable students
to work on special marketing
project on-campus. Flexible
hours and excellent pay. No
sales. CallCynthiaat (800)592-
2121 extension 120.
HELP WANTED or TRAVEL
Christmas, Spring break, Sum-
merTRAVEL FREE. AirCouri-
ersneededandcruiseship jobs.
Call 1-805-682-7555 ext. F-
1434.
Dedicated conservationists
withspecialskills to serveonthe
all-volunteerBoard of Directors
of The Wolf Recovery Founda-
tion. Areasof emphasis Include;
fundraising, marketing, graphic
design, editing, biology, and
volunteer coordination. Some
internships may be. available.
Pleasecontact Suzanne Morris
at (208) 939·4290 for initial in-
terview.
Ineedoccasslonal rides toand
from Wood River
Valley(Ketchum-Hailey area)
Will share expenses. 336-1830
ask for Bryan.
NANNIES
1-800-663-6128
East Coast.' Airfare paid.
Classic Nannies (1974) Ltd.
ALASKA NOW HIRING
Logging, construction, fishing,
nurses, teachers, etc. Up to
$7,OOO/month. CALL NOWI
206-748-7544 ext. A-253
ASSEMBLER! earn as much
as$980.00weeklyworking part!'
full-time for our Company at
home easy work anyone can
do. Call amazing Recorded
Message 1-212-978-3440 24
hrs.
.OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS-
HEY BUSINESS MAJORSII
Two openings with ASBSU will
be available in December; One
isthe exuberatingTreasurerpo-
stnon, another the Business
Manager position which has
been rated by FORTUNE 500
as one of BSU's most lucrative
positions: THESE ARE PAID
POSITION. CALL TODAYII
385-1147
FOR SALE
1959 Ford, Runs, Restorable,
asking $500. Call 342-8593
~
SCHOLARSHIPS I
Read Books for pay-$45,OOO
per Annual Income potential.
Call for amazing details 24 hrs.
1-212-978-3835.
SAVE $100'5 OF DOLLARSII
IncomeTaxes ForNonbusiness
Majors. Save time in your class
schedule for this valuable ex-
perience that everyone needs. WANTED
Learn how to prepare your own
taxes and save moneyI . A reserve parking permit in the
Offered Spring Semester 1991 Administration Building parking
AC 297-001- T TH 12:15-1:30 lot or the "SOC" parking by the
PM, Room B-215 Matll/GeologyBuilding. Please
Key topics are: Individual call 362-1856 eves.
:::::. and small business Cruise Ship Jobs
Instructor is Dean Bigler. He HIRING Men· Women. Summerl
has 30 years experie'1~ewijh TOti:~~I~~S~~~C~~~~~~~~EI::
the.IRS. Has held positions of Excellent pay plus FREE lravel. Caribbean:
Chief of Conference, Appeals Hawaii, Bahamas. South Pacific, Mexico.
Offices, District Technical Ad- CALL NOWI call refundable.
vlser, Expert Witness and IRS 1-206-736-0775., Ext ....c285..
Instructor. .Also taught· many.
a~unting and tax classes for
SCHOLARSHIPS, FELLOW-
SHIPS, GRANTS. Ed's Ser-
vices, Box 3006 Boston, MA
92130
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BY JOYC.EJILLoON
Everyone looks sharp when the
oon is in Libra, as it is Monday
d Tuesday. Don't plan any bug
ovesforWednesday, when avoid-
f.coursemoon during the daylight
OUfS causes a wheel spinning effect
ith projects. Take a few hours to
oof off, if possible. Competitive
nstincts run high on Thursday, and
even higher on Friday.
OnFridayaftemoon, Mercury and
Mars are in opposed fixed signs; it
does no good to argue but a lot of
people will do so anyway. Jealous
feelings will be at the root of many
apparently logical discussions, and
you'll see emotional manipulation
among insecure acquaintances. A
beautiful new moon on Saturday
heralds the start of a love affair; in
some cases, casual relationships
become serious commitments. The
wise among you will use Saturday' s
new moon vibes to begin a research
project. Next Sunday Venus enters
Sagittarius, where it promotes en-
trepreneurial ventures.
ARIES (March 21-ApriI19). If
you're struggling with a love affair,
try to let the week pass peacefully,
though it may take a little effort.
You'Il have some bills to discuss
with a roommate; the only question
may be how tohandlean unexpected
repair expense or a shortage due to
your roommate's poor planning
. (never your own, of course). Study
with a partner on Monday and
Tuesday. The new moon elicits
commitment from you. If scholar-
ships or loan arrangements are
needed, use this moon to make initial
moves or fiIl out forms. A time of
fun is in store next Sunday, when
Venus enters Sagittarius. Make
travel plans for the upcoming holi-
day.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20).
Don't worry, you have all the nec-
essary details under control. On
Tuesday you may think you lost a
paper or bookbutit'll turn up before
the day ends. A flirtation with
someone unlike the others is pos-
sible on Thursday. Friday holds the
possibility of a tussle between good
friends or lovers, especially if a
Scorpio is one of them. You don't
have to give in, but reserve judge-
ment if your opinion is causing a
rift. The new moon is a perfect time
to resolve differences and renew
closeness. Begin a new job or bal-
ance your checkbook next Sunday.
Entrepreneurial schemes are run-
ning through your mind.
GEMINI (May 21-June 21). A
strong urge to get out of town con-
flicts with the need to go to class
and concentrate on preparing for
upcoming exams. Take walks in
pretty places to allay restlessness
and nerves. A person in whom you
are no longer interested might in-
trude upon your new romance, but
handling this with grace will put
you way ahead. Go ahead and lend
a little on Thursday, if you can
safely spareiL On Friday, you could
getan earful from someone who has
been storing resentment quite
awhile. Start important assignments
or purchase holiday gifts or cloth-
ingon Saturday. NextSunday, when
Venus joins Mercury in Sagittarius, .
a new love may walk up and ask
directions.
CANCER (June 22·July 22). In-
viteeveryone to study at your house
on Monday, and just one special
person on Tuesday. The moon en-
ters Scorpio, where it lights up your
house of creative pursuits and ro-
mantic flirtations. You might meet a
special person on Saturday, and the
association could be a unique one in
your life. Thursday is a lot of fun;
hurnorous companions addawelcome
touch of lightness. On Friday devote
a few moments to a special emotional
exercise that will help you let go of
immature possessiveness, jealousy
and insecurity, all of which impede
your enjoyment of true closeness in
love relationships.
LEO (July 23-Aug.22). Start with a
couple days of outgoing activity; ask
questions on Monday and get some
clarification of tough assignments on
Tuesday (you may have misunder-
stood instructions given earlier in the
term). Then get down to the funda-
mentals as the week progresses. Leos
are going through deep-seated
changes in the area of home and
family. This is no less intense at your
.. home away from home." As the
new moon approaches, the atmo-
sphere where you live will be de-
manding and you'll have to make
adjustments. Saturday is the best time
for making a change, if moving is the
answer. Next Sunday begins a terrific
new intellectual cycle. .
vmoo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). Mer-
cury has you occupied with holiday
plans; home is where you're headed.
Seeing siblings will be especially re-
warding. Trytogetall work completed
by Wednesday, as social demands
increase by week's end. Conditions
are optimum for tests on Friday.
Writing and traveling are highlighted
. by the new moon Saturday, and you
may do a bit of both. As Mercury
heads into Sagittarius this weekend,
you deal with fundamental issues.
Aquarians are fine companions now,
and Scorpios can help smooth the
way for new ventures. Do plenty of
giving over the upcoming holiday
season.
LffiRA (Sept. 23-OcL 23). The
moon helps you to a starring spot in
daily doings Monday and Tuesday.
On Thursday, you have a surprise
expense at your house. Friday is
powerful; you're full of chat these
days and others are drawn to your
charming company. An admirer will
give you an especially nice gift. Many
of you will go home with friends
rather than spend the upcoming holi-
days at home.You're dying to travel,
no matter where. Writing wonderful
papers is easy while Mars is in Gemini,
and on Friday history is favored. Make
a gift list and do some shopping for
others Saturday.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 21).
Concentration is fine for studying
Monday and Tuesday; you'll feel like
keeping to yourself. As .the moon
enters you sign Thursday, you energy
and resolve is boosted. End-of-the-.
week tests find you bright and confi-
dent. Those who go away this week-
end have good travel aspects. Some
of you are tempted to go into debt in
order to do holiday buying. You could
receive gifts of investments, savings
bonds or a fund to help with school
expenses this year. Set personalgoaIs
on Saturday. Job-hunters have ex-
cellent,Prospects the next.few wee~.
A new friend you make thISweek will
be important in the days ahead. It's
good luck to take a Libra to dinner.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov.22-oee.21).
Reconcile with your loveron Monday
or Tuesday. You are abitofa handful
these cf!1ys,so be generous with those
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whose patience you try~The holi- '11111111111_days come just in time; you're t.:::~';·:·:~~1J~r::::::-::::;::;;::::~~t~:::::':;,lli:::::::::::
very restless and ready for some- I??tf'@!!,'i "",c"",'",C"·","""""'C,,,,
thing new. The loss of a roommate """""""""""""."'.""""""'"
might mean a little extra expense, ~ffi~:0]&:'!:11[.·.·.;::::!:8~,m[,;::i·;~.~G'·:·:······:..".':::.'~
but by Thursday you've thought of
a way to turn money and worle
situations around to your advan-
tage. A dream on Friday night r""';"""";"~~~;7~"
might express feelings you've been E"""""""""""""""""~'
hiding from yourself. Next Sunday ,
Venus enters Sagittarius. mixing
charm with your already strongly
attractive energies. 1:1 ::·.jijm·mt;~t:l:tjm:::mlif'~~t:jJj:~0f:i::0~lj[0.,l~i(~m0i:w:i~i&1:ffiffi:~@:~:i~·'·:·::;:,::i·J
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19).Encounters with professors are
inevitable Monday and Tuesday,
so dress right and look intelligent.
As the moon heads toward Scor- Fi{·;i~Wi:;;;mmti;m~:rlw;m;:rm!:~%Jr;;wni;ul£j;'Mll~W;tln;:mzml!.!0!sit:::']
pio, friends and socializing take
precedence. Try to have all nec-
essary work done by Friday. Part-
ing with the gang for the holidays
has particularpoignance, asat least
one friend will not return. A strong
new moon is telling you of your
desire to be accepted by those you It i:m.ZEz:rrJ:nm;t~rJfmrrrmk'1tnmW£t&t%l.tmrrm00tfij't,
admire. You have great determi- I' ?::7I~?7?~mt{?#t't7W!;;M}W:\WNtm:rmftWmT~0tl:m:tnU
nation, but you often aren't aware
of how much you are loved by
friends and family. You've been Ii iI:W[;uTI'~mi:mmfl·m.fnZiZ2mf:'7@TIITrgn%_r::r]:~m'mr;0~\\i:m17
loyal to friends, and they appreciate
being able to depend on you.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20- Feb. 18).
This is the perfect week to take
tests, hand in papers. You're bound Ii <l':7t':t;'t\1I7:1
to have to deal with thebureaucracy It. <:JZ1:'jjTi]IE::;Jihhm:mm;rgZZEiKI 5lllill\JNEL-;i:tElmZ{:\\\
Thursday and Friday- pian extra
time to stand in line. On Thursday
someone funny will be behind you,
and on Friday you're bound to run
into friends everywhere you go,
and. they'll -show ·you~shorteuts.
Many of you are lra~ng this
weekend; concentrate on making
the most of the experience. Set
your career goals on Saturday.
While at home over the holidays,
much social fun can be had. Old
friends are dying to get in touch
with you, so give them a call.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20).
Pay back debts on Monday and
Tuesday, and return that library
book. You might be able to sel1 a I» }rttt[ir~l;~;iikrM:liIMtmt~[EjTI;ffi:rlnmL~:rui:~m~:hX¥E;ii£mmrj
possession to get extra money. On Ii .}Gr:tr.7iUZZdE1Z~33JITgThTi§2nE!r{7ZmE7;:;~~;WN,)';;2g
Thursday, a Scorpio keeps you
laughing. Unexpected last-minute
invitations are especially gratify-
ing. On Friday, super vibrations in
your house of scholastic achieve-
ment help you take top honors on
exams. Make a new moon resolu-
tion to improve writing skills and
think big in terms of the future. It' )tl~{~nmW~WngrtsWrWdmnl!~t\~t\·Nm,.?)t!rt{ri7'@mnE2i(()(
There's nothing you can't do.
Someone you admire, perhaps a
teacher, will be a big help in the
weeks ahead. Continue to show
leadership with friends and family;
everyone needs your intuitive
wisdom.
vv.vv
EXTRACA$H
WIIH TIE PUSH OF A PIN.
Put " posteIs with appIlcaIIon bms for
VISA, Masl8lCant and olher national
CI'IIdIt cards lII1 ~. And earn " lD
.$2 for each response. I'slhat lIlIIY.
Gall
1--.1037 Ext. 75
- .: .~.,~ .. ' .
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Escort Cont'd rom Front Page
halls, and the service on the other
side is o~anized by the ROTC.
Mike Pinkus, the president of
Hotard Hall at Texas A&M, was
instrumental in starting the escort
service, which was established this
year. Each male hallis assigned
two female halls according to
Pinkus. Out of the III residents at
Hotard Hall, 80 males volunteer
their time to escort students who
need assistance.
The volunteers undergo a 30
minute training session and are re-
quired to sign a contract to accept
responsibility for the students they
escort. They receive about 10 calls
each night and do not have prob-
lems with coverage, said Pinkus.
The campus has a low crime rate
and Pinkus believes the escort ser-
vices are partially responsible.
"There is definitely less violence
and more awareness," he said.
Business cards with the slogan
"Don't walk alone" show the phone
number where an escort can be
reached.
The ROTC program, established
20 years ago, is a requirement for
the cadets.The service receives 20-
40 calls each night and runs until 2
a.m.
A local ROTC leader not only
agrees with the systems at Texas
A&M but would also like to see a
similar system employed at BSU.
Lt. Col. Satterwhite would like to
see each BSU organization donate
one night each week for an on-
campus escort service.
He believes that by only volun-
teering one night each week the
students would have time to study,
yet there would still be adequate
coverage for students who do not
want to risk possible assault on the
campus by walking alone at night.
He has a personal motivation for his
safety concerns: His two daughters
attend BSU.
A recent poll taken by ASBSU
Student Affairs Committee revealed
that 66 percent of the females inter-
viewed would use an escort system
if available.
If more promotion and advertis-
ing were used, it would result in an
increase in interest for an escort
'system, said BoerI.
Memphis State University's es-
cort system receives a large amount
of publicity and, as a result, gets 20-
30 calls each night.
Director of Security and Safety
Services Roger Fowler said that their
escorts are hired at minimum wage,
and undergo training and a police
background check beforehand. .
The MSU program is similar to the program at Texas A&M because of the ROTC escort service in addition to
the student escort service.
The program has also side-stepped any violent incidents. ''The only results we have had from our service have
been one or two marriages," said Fowler.
MSU's escort system includes 25 male students and operates with six to seven on a shift at one time. The service
runs from sundown to 2 am. and they are busiest from 5:30 to 10:30 p.m. The system was established about 20
years ago.
An effective security system at BSU could be more feasible, according to Boerl, if it was well organized. "A
loosely thrown together organization is not going to hold. There's a possibility it would work if included in
student fees."
Life Continued from Front Page
BSU PriIX' Learning Portfolio Director Katy Hays is pleased with the
progress of the program and has commitments from at least one depart-
ment from each college on campus to participate.
Hays says, "A student's portfolio must demonstrate their depth of
knowledge, include a resume, a career autobiography, and an in-depth
essay for each area of study they are requestin& credit in. The portfolio
should discuss how the students practical expenence relates to a college
classroom in theoretical concepts. The material must bewidely applicable
to the course and then verified and documented."
Hays comments on the caliber of students in the program, "We have one
student who's requesting credit from the biology department. This man
has done extensive research and written many articles while tracking
Peregrine Falcons across New Zealand and South America. Though there
is no specific area his experience fits into, the biology department is willing
to look at his experience and evaluate what he has learned for possible
credit"
Some departments on campus have yet to agree to participate in the
expe- riential learning
program.The com-
cation depart-
is one of them.
some of their
"I'm not opposed to the pro- cerns can be ad-
gram, but I am concerned as dressed the com-
muni- to who makes the ultimate cation depart-
ment is declining any
oppor- decision on how credit is tunity for in-
volve- awarded." Assist. Prof. ment with the
P rio r Dawn Craner Learning Portfo-
lio Pro- gram.
The fac- ulty feels that the
students enrolled in the
program should attempt more conventional methods like the College
Level Examination (CLEP), advanced placement (AP), course challenges
and the Ace Guide Assessment programs as a first attempt to gain credit.
Other concerns address certain areas of the BSU Experiential Learning
Policy (BSU 2306-B). Line 3 of the policy states, credit for experiential
learning shall be awarded first through traditional means of evaluating
experiential credits (see BSU 2305-B) and then through the BSU Portfolio
Class.
Secondly, page 2, line 3A of the policy states, "It will be the responsibility
of the committee to arrange with appropriate department chairpersons for
the service of evaluators to examine designed portfolios. The committee
has the further responsibility to monitor, approve. disapprove or alter the
credit recommendations provided by the evaluators."
This section of the policy gives the experiential learning committee the
right to approve a students portfolio against a given departments evaluation
if the committee so desires. The communication department does not view
this condition as acceptable.
BSU communication Professor Dawn Craner comments, "I'm not op-
posed to the program, but I am concerned as to who makes the ultimate
decision on how credit is awarded."
Students in the program are satisfied. Ron Eardley, executive vice
president ofImage National, a Boise marketing firm, is currently enrolled
m the class. He has never before attended college. "I had been looking for
a program like this in Idaho," said Eardley, "The reasons people are in this
program vary, but they all carry a phenomenal amount of information. If
the professors would get familiar with these people they could see that they
have incredibly valuable experiences worth sharing in a classroom study."
The cost for the Prior Learning Portfolio Workshop is the regular
undergraduate fee for one credit, $65. Students receive one credit for
satisfactorily completing the workshop, not for turning in a portfolio. The
fee for having the portfolio assessed is $45.
The processing fee for credit awarded through the portfolio process is one
third of the regular undergraduate fee per credit, $21.67.~
muni-
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the Wolf Pack. Black kicked a 66
yard bomb and Nevada's offense
was back on duty. Thirty seconds
later nosetacldeAnthonyHemadez
busted through for a sack.
With eight minutes to go in the
half, Frank Robinson returned
Nevada's punt to the Wolf Pack 40.
Wide receiver Winky White made
an impressive one handed grab from
a pressured Mike Virden and the
Broncos moved to the Nevada 25.
Virden made an explosive run to set
up Mike Black's next field goal
attempt. Black's kick was offtothe
left and the score remained 13-6,
BSU leading.
Nevada's Fred Gatlin went to the
grass as a savage' Erik Helgeson
picked up his second sack. On
Nevada's next possession ,Helgeson
forced an incomplete pass and the
Wolf Pack was again unable to
score.
The Broncos' next possession ex-
hibited Thomas' new talent - re-
ceiving. Virden tossed his first of
several passes to Thomas and fifteen
yards later cr was good for six.
The Broncos. behind the flawless
lead of quarterback Mike Virden,
drove34 yards in 21 seconds to put
the Broncos ahead 20 - 6.
3rd quarter: Penalties. Both the
'Wolf Pack and the Broncos gave up
key opportunities on foolish penal.
Contirzued on Page 38
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Broncos Whip 'Pack with defensive exhlbltlon
Big Sky Conference Championship By Lily.Loo~eyNThe Umverslty ,ews
depends on Idaho game The Broncos have emerg~ from
blase to bravo. They have nsen to
greatness and have brought perfec-
tion to Big Sky football.
Expected to fall short against the
Wolf Pack. the Broncos pulled out
all the stops and crushed top ranked
Nevada in a 30 to 14 kill.
"The heart of the matter is that it's
a matter of heart," explained an
ecstatic Skip Hall. "These guys'
hearts are as big as watermelons.
There's no way they will be denied.
1st quarter: the Broncos started
off in the hole as they received the
kick off at the ten. The offense set
the pace for the entire game when
they drove 90 yards for their first
TD. The Broncos moved the ball on
a solid combination of passes and
runs. JuniorChrisThomascmned
the ball to the one yard line to set up
running back Bart Hull's over-the-
top touchdown punch. Mike Black
was good for the extra point and the
Broncos made their statement with
an early 7-0 lead. Hull had played
the lastfew games on hurting ankles,
but Saturday the pain was gone and
he ran like a thoroughbreo.
"The past few games there were
certain cuts I knew I couldn't take
or my ankle would go; but today,
for the first time since Montana. it
felt like it \V8S natural again," said
Hull. "When Ijumped over the top,
behind some great blocking, it was
'.
c.T. knows Broncos are number One!
Women's volleyball and hoops
By Jim Covillon
The University News Broncos' worst of the entire season.
It can be justified itbit with the fact
that just two days earlier BSU won
a highly-charged, emotional match
over the Vandals in a stomach
churning five games. The Bronco
women pulled out all the stops for
the victory and this season's most
exciting match. A nearly impos-
sible repeat performance would
have been necessary to knock off
the Bengals.
. The Broncos appeared to be
physically and mentally exhausted
against Idaho State. The Bengals'
tall line up dominated with scores
of 15-9. 15-13 and 15-13. The
match was close, however, as the
second game was tied at 13-13 be-
fore the Bengal women pulled out
the fmal two points. It was even
closer in the third game as the Bron-
cos were leading 13-11. Unfortu-
nately- the Bengals were able to
take the serve and score the next
On Saturday evening Nov. 3,
Boise State played its last horne
match of the 1990 season. but their
performance was sub-par as they
lost to the Idaho State Bengals in
three straight games. .
In front of the largest crowd of
the season in Bronco Gym, the
Bengals not only won the match
but also the Big Sky Conference
regular season championship. As
a result Idaho State, with a 15-1
league record. will host the end-of-
season Big Sky Tournament in
Pocatello. The Boise S tate women
are already in tournament thanks
to their 10-6 record. along with
Montana at 11-4. Eastem Wash-
ington will round out the four team
tournament.
The ISU match was lost be-
cause of a ~r offensive perfor-
mance. which may have been the
two points for the victory.
OnThursday, Nov. 8, the Bron-
cos lost to Eastern Washington in
Cheney by the scores of 15-13. 14-
16. 15-9 and 15-13. The Eagles
were one of the three league teams
who beat the Broncos this season.
The others were Idaho State and
Montana.
The Broncos were on the road
again Saturday. Nov. 10 as they
faced a rematch with the Vandals
in the Palouse.
Heading into the Big Sky Tour-
nament the overwhelming favor-
ite is Idaho State. The Bengals
have the highest attendance in the
league with an average of 855. and
their season high was 1,650 against,
who else? Boise State. So the
Bengals have everything going for
them: The number one team in the
conference and the horne court
advantage with the league's best
crowd support.
Daugherty's troops ready to run
./
By Matthew Fritsch
The University News
If one wants to catch a glimpse
of June' Daugherty's run-and-gun
basketball team be sure and mark
thecalendar. With only three horne
games in 1990 between November
and January. of next year. the Bron-
cos wiD be racking up the frequent
flyer mileage. . .
Aflel' a Nov. 10 engagement at
.....the Pavilion against the Austtalian
, (i~\National Team, the Broncos will be
jtPacking their'bags for Nebraska.
"'Wlishington. SanJose. Berkeley and
.two stopS in Utah before returning
to the friendly confines of the Pa-
!l'll!
vilion.
Lori Orr Hay. the Olympic
sports infonnation director. ex-
plained why the team is on the road
so much early in the season .
"To strengthen our schedule. a
smaller program such as ours must
go to schools that are considered,
big time before they corne here."
Hayssaid. Haysalsoadded, "BSU
is in a nine team conference. while
mostotherschoolsare in eight team
conferences. '.Because of this it is
difficult to schedule extra home
games. since an' extra week must
be set aside at the onset of sched-
uIinglOplay the ninth team."
offof my bad ankle."
On Nevada's first possession.
quarterback Fred Gatlin attempted
to retaliate the Broncos' quick score.
but was plagued by incompletions,
a pass deflection by Bronco defen-
sive end Todd Gilkey. a tackle for a
loss of six by linebacker Tim
O'Connor and one of a collection
of quarterback sacks by senior Erik
Helgeson. The Wolf Pack settled
for a field goal and with the score at
7-3, BSU's offensive was back on
the field.
The Broncos failed to score on
their next possession, but strong
safety Anthony Brown took the ball
from Nevada oil an interception.
With two minutes left in the quarter
it was Thomas and fullback David
Tingstad on the ground to set up
junior Bart Hull's second touch-
down. The follow-up extra point
was fumbled at the snap and the
score was BSU 13. Nevada 3. The
last minutes were dominated by the
Broncos' defense and Nevada was
refused numbers on the board.
2nd quarter: The Bronco "D"
was tough on the Wolf Pack offense
and in 13 plays Nevada earned only
three points. UN booted in a 28
yard field goal, but still trailed BSU
13-6.
The Broncos were unable to score
in the next four and one-half min-
utes and were forced to kick back to
M'en's basketball
soars over Angels
half, falling behind by 10 points
only five minutes into the period.
Mter settling down once again the
The Boise State Men's Basket- Broncos worked their way back into
ball team began their season last the game with good defense and
Wednesday night by beating the timely offense.
up- tempo Fellowship of Christian With 1:32 left in the game the
Athletes Blue Angels 83-82. team was comfortably ahead by 10
The game was won in an atypi- points but the feisty Blue An~els
cal fashion for the Broncos-it was refused to give in. With acombina-
a wide open scoring affair. Four lion oflong range three point shots
Broncos led the way to victory by and misses by the Broncos at the
scoring indouble figures. Junior free throwstripe, the Blue Angels
transfer Vince Hizon led the team in were in position to have a despe~a-
scoring be registering 19 points in tion attempt to win the game WIth
the record book. TanokaBeardand three seconds remaining but were
Junior transfer Michael Trottereach unable to get off a shot.
dumped in 17 and former Boise Dye felt the Blue Angels were
High sensation Jeff Sanor added able to jump out to an early lead
11. because "Ourdefense was conf used
The game started with the hesi- and the~ skilled experienced pla~·
tant Broncos methodically running ers exploited our tendency to hest-
their half court offense while the tate."
more experienced BlueAngelscarne A rousing crowd of 6,317 were
out flying. A little more than mid- on hand to witness the new team ~o
way through the first half found the through what was in all actuality
Broncos down by 11 points. Three nothing more than an overrated
minutes later the Broncos were scrimmage.
downbyjustLWO as the team settled When Sanor was asked how
down and became more confident much stock the team places in an
with the style of play and led 37-35 exhibition game he respo~ded. "Y'e
at half. look at a game like thlS as J,~st
. In the second half the Broncos . another day for us to get beuer.
started out similar to thalofthe first .Cm.atin~ed.on Page 3
By Matthew Fritsch
The University News
University News ~ ," 6.l7l41
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Idaho vs BSU: The game
unit and will serve them well this
weekend. Coach Hall will be look-
ing to run a baIanced offensive game
plan, putting equal emphasis on the
pass as well as the run. In the air,
Virden will be looking to connect
with any of a handful of Bronco
receivers. The receiving corps in-
cludes seniors Terry Heffner and
Winky White, juniors Chris
Sweeting and Larry Stayner and
sophomore Sheldon Forehand.
. Total concentration from each
player' on the line and in the back
field will be the Broncos' plan for
success.
Bronco special teams will be
threatened most by the Vandals'
return man, senior Roman Carter.
Carteris ranked third in the Big Sky
on kickoff returns with a 27 yard
return average. CarterisaIsoranked
in the top 10 on punt returns. The
special teams have given up key
yardage in the past and will have to
concentrate on minimizing the re-
turn in order to guard against giving
up big plays. .
A win over the VandaIs will take
total and complete concentration.
The Broncos will have to put every
last ounce of effort into each play,
and perform for afull60 minule!!'
"It's lime to lighten up the chin
strap and prepare 10 fight," said
semor linebacker Scott Russell,
"Ir's not just a game when we
take on Idaho,"Russell said. "We'll
go out there and beat the hen out of
each other and whoever is left
standing wins."
junior Kasey Dunn who is ranked
the number one receiver in the Big
Sky. The Vandals lost a great deal
when quarterback John Friesz
graduated and was drafted into the
NFL. However; they also found a
barrel full of talent in red-shirt
freshman Doug Nussmeier. Ear-
lier in the year Nussmeier fell prey
to a season ending ankle injury.
The Vandals were forced to dig
deeper into their quarterback sup-
ply and they pulled out senior Steve
Nolan. Nolan has performed very
well for the Vandals and would be
the Big Sky leader in passing effi-
ciency if he had enough passing
auempts, On the run, the Vandals
boast power house running back
Devon Pearce. Pearce leads the
conference in rushing with 1,055
yards on 192 carries.
In order to shut down the Van-
dals, the Bronco defense will have
to meet Idaho's explosive offense
with hard-hitting power. Concen-
tration and penetration will be. the
key factors in destroying Idaho's
scoring drive.
The Bronco offense is working
well and they are producing results.
The offensive line continues to hold
back opposing defensive intruders
in an effort 10protect quarterback
Mike Virden.
Health has been a majorconcem
for the Broncos' running unit. Jun-
iors Bart Hull and Chris Thomas
have been hampered with injuries,
but will be as strong as ever this
weekend. Sophomore David
Tingstad has developed into a reli-
able asset for the Broncos' running
By Lily Looney
The University News
This weekend will bring the cul-
mination of over four months of
blood, sweat and cheers as the
Broncos face the in-state, mega-
rival Idaho Vandals. Saturday,Nov.
17at 1p.m.aheentirestateof'ldaho
will be watching as the two teams
prepare to fight to the death.
The Broncos will be fighting to
break an eight game losing streak to
the Varidals-the only team in the
conference to lead Boise State in a
head-to-head series (10~8-1). More
importantly, they will be fightin~ to
grab hold of their first division
crown in ten years. A win will bring
with it the Big Sky Conference co-
championship and an automatic
Division I-AA NCAAPlayoffberth.
"Jt'sanotherdo-or-diesituation,"
said senior offensive guard Carl
Ramos. "We want the champion-
ship; second or third isn't good
enough. We want to be champi-
ons," he added.
Idaho head coach John L. Smith
will lead his team onto the Bronco
Blue in front of what may well be a
record crowd. The Bronco home-
to~ .cro~d will be a ktti-,factotin
intimidating' the Vandals mto fal-
tering.
The Vandals return 15 starters,
including seven on offenseandeight
on defense. Theyalso return expe-
rience and stability.
On offense, the Vandals are
loaded with power players. Their
passing game shines in the hands of
ties. A brilliant grab and run by Black was good for a '27 yard field
wide receiver Sheldon Forehand goal and the Broncos led the Wolf
was denied touchdown points when Pack 30-6. .
a clipping was called on the Bron- At the nine minute mark strong
cos. Sixty seconds lat;er the Bro~- safety Anthony Brown intercepted
cos were again penalized on thea a Wolf Pack pass.
second attempt for points.. On a The Bronco defense dismantled
field goal fake Stayner was mCC?m- the Pack's offensive line once more
plete on a pass toward the goal line, and Gatlin was sacked once more
however, the Broncos were penal- for a loss of nine. . .
ized again for having an ineli~ble Nearly six minuts remained m the
receiver receiver down field. game, but Boise was already eel-
Nevada's Gatlin, now weary of the ebrating. The Bronco crowd
. d d ~ " chanted "WE WANT IDAHOI WEBroncos' "bad-atutu e etense, WANTIDAHOI"ArelentlessErik
was sacked again on a quick but f th
fatal blow by Helgeson. Three yards Helgeson was named player 0 .e
from a first down the Wolf Pack gameandtheBroncoswereonthea
was unable to score and handed the way. . I
Vird sed Nevada fmaIly scored thea on yball to the Broncos. en \las touchdown of the game off of the
to Heffner for 36 yards, gamed 9 Broncos' only fumble. The game
yards on a quarterback draw and 30-14
connected with Thomas for 10 ended with BSU on top •
more. Bart Hull, on his thirdcarry, "I IOldthe team that we had 22,000
scored his third touchdown. Ne- people in uniforms ~th us; w~ had
vada was again in possession and toarousethem,andbghtafrremthe
Gatlinwasonhisbackoncemoreas stands. Together, we're a tough
Nevada's scoring drive. was match 10 beat" said head coach
shattered. The score at the end of Skip HaIl. .
the third period was BSU 27-Ne- "We've got such an air about us.
vada 6. . We're going 10play everybody hard.
4th quarter: With 14 minutes to It doesn't matter what their record
go Winky White lOOkthe~nap ~m . is, we're going to give them a tough
:J=~~~I;a~~~~ ~;:,:,"game.
Bronco fans will be calling for Vandal blood in this week's rival match.
18 BSU seniors to fight Idaho for final time
Kuehl moved to the linebacker po- state and all-city honors at quarter- safety position. He played prep , Terry Heffner, Wide Receiver
sition and earned his second straight back. He was the winner of the football at Borah High School in - 6'0,182. Heffner has become an
first team all-conference award. Denver Prep League Outstanding Boise. In 1985, Draper helped the asset to Bronco football. Heffneris
Kuehl moved to the linebacker po- Fall and Winter Athlete Award. team to the Southern Idaho Confer- currently ranked 10th on the BSU
ThisSaturday,theBroncos'crop sition and earned his second straight White was also studentbodypresi- ence title. Draper is a computer list for most yards receiving in a
of seniors will ftghttheirlastreguJar first team all-conference award. dent at Montbello High School. information major. career with 1,211 yards on 92 re-
season war when Boise State hosts Kuehl has outstanding ability and White is sri accounting major. Elijah George, Cornerback- ceptions. Heffner returned this sea-
in-staterivalldaho (Allstatsareas great instincts. Kuehl has racked up Mike Bills, Offensive Guard- 5'10, 165. George has developed son after missing the 1990 spring
of the Montana State game 325 tackles as a Bronco and is cur- 6'4, 253. Bills has improved his into a power player, making im- practice with a wrist injury. Now
November 3~ rently ranked fifth on the Bronco overall quickness this year. Last pressive improvements this season. back at 100 percent, he has been a
Erik Helgeson, Defensive End all-time tackles list. Kuehl played season, Bills played in all 11 games Two weeks ago, against the Bobcats starting wide receiver the pasttwo
_ 6'2, 228. Helgeson has become prep football at Pendleton High as apart-time starter and backup at of Montana State, Georgeretumed years. He is the third leading re-
thenumberoneplayerin Boise State School in Oregon where he earned left offensive guard. This season, a batted-down PAT attempt for a ceiver from last year's team with 34
history in terms of most tackles all-conferenceandall-statehonors. Bills shares playing time with Dave defensive conversion and two, catches for437 yards for two touch-
made for a loss during a career. Kuehl is a business major. Giacomazzo. .Throughout his ca- never-say-die points. He has also downs. During his sophomore
Helgeson has also been selected to Scott RusseU,Linebacker-6'l, reer, Bills has seen playing time at swatted down ten pass attempts, season of 1988, he has become a
play in this year's All-American 236. RusseU has led the Broncos in both guard positions. Bills was a and has made 26 total tackles this clutch receiver, and has made game
Classic football game in Tallahas- tackling the past two seasons. member of the 1988 and 1989 All- season. George started all 11 games . winning touchdown catches in-
see,Fla., on Jan. 20,1991. Helgeson Russell, with 384 tackles to his Big Sky Conference Academic last season at left cornerback. He eluding last season's catch against
has made 38 total tackles this sea- name, is currently ranked second in team. Bills played prep football at made 39 total tackles in 1989. He Northern Arizona with. 2:30 re-
son and has picked up two fumbles BSU history for most tackles in a Skyline High Schoolin Idaho Falls, also intercepted two passes for 31 maining. He also ni~Mthe game
fortheBroncos. Helgeson leads the . career. He has gathered 100 total where he earned all-state honors at yards, broke-up seven passes, and winning catch against SlIJlI Hous-
team for quarterback sacks with 12 tackles this season and has also offensive and defensive lineman. blocked one punt in his junior sea- ton State University .also in 1988,
If}.. Helgeson walked on the Bronco scooped up two fumble recoveries. He was named the state's offensive son. Georgewasred-shirtedin 1988, when there were 18 seConds left in
squad in 1986and since has become Russell has received first team All- lineman of the year his senior sea- after he transferred from, Walla. the game. As a freshman, Heffner
on of the top defensive players in 1- Big Sky Conference honors; has son, andwasalso named the league's Walla Junior College in Washing- played a backup role making 18
AA football. Helgeson has earned received All-League and All- defensive player of the year in his ton State where he earned second receptions for 333 yards and one
several awards, including three first American honors from theF ootball senior season. Bills is an informa- team all-conference honors and was touchdown, averaging 18.5 yards
team All-American honors; last Gazeue. Russell also handles long tion sciences major. also one of the team's captains. per reception; good for the ninth
year, Helgeson was named to the snapping duties for the fourth MarkCriner,Linebacker-5'10, Elijah played{'rep football at Borah best single season mark at Boise
Football Gazette's first team All- straight season. Russell was also a 180. Criner has made great im- High School 10 Boise. Elijah is a State .. Heffner played prep football
American squad; was selected sec- member of the 1989 Big Sky Con- provements throughout his career social work major. at Bishop Kelly High School earn-
ond team All-American by the As- ference All-Academic team. at Boise State. Criner plays a key Duane HaUiday, Quarterback .: ing all-state, all-city, and all-league
sociated Press and the Sports Net- Russell is the heart and soul of the role at the outside linebacker posi- 6'2, 195. Halliday has made note- honors. He was named honorable
work; was named first team All- defensive unit He played prep tion.He is an intense competitor worthy strides in battling for the mention All-American senior.
American by the Walter Camp football at Redmond High School. and exhibits impressive quickness starting quarterback position. Heffner was also a two-time state
Foundation andthe Sports Network; in Washington, where he 'earned. a.qd hit\.i9g abQity. Crinermissed Hallidayplay~inninegameslast champion in the long and triple
and was twice selected to the first all-state and all-county honors. I t11efirstPert0ftbe 1988 season with seasonandstar'tedinfour. HallidaYjurilp.Heffner is a business man-
team All-Big Sky Conference Russell was also a member of the . a brokenleg and saw only limited started his sophomore season, com- agementmajor. .
squad. Helgeson has led the team in International Sports Exchange and action late in the 1988 season. Criner pleting 140 of 300 passes forl,694 Anthony Hernandez, Nose
quarterback sacks the past two years was also a National Football Hall of uansferred from Iowa State Uni- yards and 12 touchdowns. He Tackle-6'3, 254. Hernandez has
with 19 1/2 in 1988 and 17 1/2 in Fame Scholar Athlete. Russell is a "~ersity where he received one var- guided the Broncos to eight victo- racked up 27 total tackles this sea-
1989. Helgeson played prep foot- physical education major. sity letter. Heis a graduate of Ames ries and a first round I-AA playoff son. Hernandez led the Bronco
ball at Bishop Kelly High School in Winky White, Wide Receiver - High. School in Iowa where he appearance in 1988. His 300 pass- defensive linemen in total tackles
Boise where he earned all-league 5'11, 165. White leads the Broncos earned all-state honors. Criner's ing attempts in a single season was last season with 66-sixth best over-
and all-state honors. Helgeson is an in receiving with 107 career pass father is the former head coach of fourth highest in Bronco history, all for Broncos. He also made four
education major. receptions, placing himself eighth the BSU's 1980 Division I-AA Na- while 1,695 passing yards was tackles for losses and two quarter-
Kenny Kuehl, Linebacker- on the Broncos' all-time receiving tional Championship team. Criner eighth best at Boise State in a single back sacks. He has made 121 total
5'11,189. Kuehl is the only player list. White has m!!de31 receptions is a physical and secondary educa- season. Halliday has completed career tackles. Hernandez is one of
on the 1990 team who has been a for. 546 yards this season. Last bon major. 220 of 470 passes for 2,657 yards the strongest players on the team.
full-time starter the past three sea- season, White earned second-team Robert. Draper, Free Safety- during his career at BSU. Inhis In 1988, Hernandez made four
sons. Kuehl walked on the team in All-Big Sky Conferencehonor, was 5'10, 180. Draper has been a solid freshman season.. Halliday com- tackles for loss and was named the
1986 and made his first start in the ranked sixth in the Big Sky in catches player throughout his career atBoise pleted 17 of35 passes for 271 yards team's most improve«defensive
secondgameofhisfreshmanseason pergame,andbeCameonlytheftfth State. Along with his reserve de- and one touchdown for the year. lineman. Hemandezr.e4~hirtedhis
(1987)atcomerback. Kuehl earned player in Boise State history to gain fensive back role, Draper has seen a Halliday earned first team all-state rookie season of 1986'.;:aernandez
second team All-Big Sky Confer- 200 yards in a single game receiv- lot of playing time on the Broncos' honors his senior season at Coeur played prep football at John W.
encehonors. His sophomore season, ing. Whitehasalsocompletedthree deadly special teams and is a hard d'Alene High School where he was . North High School 'in California,
Kuehl moved to the strong safety passes for 99 yarcJsduring his career. working, dedicated player. Draper also selected Back of the year in the where he earned all-league honors
slot and earned first team all-league White exhibits outstanding quick- made three tackles last season and state of Idaho. He passed for over asa senior. Hernandez isa physical
and second team Football Gazette nessandagility, and he played prep fmished the 1988 season with six 1,700 yards and 13 touchdowns in and secondary education major.
and the Sports Network All-Ameri- football at Montbello High School total tackles as a backup player. his senior season. Halliday is a RodJobnson,FreeSafety-6'4,
can honors. The following season, in Colorado. There he received all- Draper has also played at the strong business management major. 205. Johnson is currently the ftfth
..- ~ .....,.-------------:------.....,.-.-;...----------.....,.---, leadingtacklerfortheBroncoswith
41 total tackles this season. John-
son is coming off a junior season
that was plagued by back injuries.
Johnson had a strong springpractice
and has made an impressive come
back. Hehas broken up seven passes
and picked up two fumbles this sea-
son. Johnson saw part-time starting
duty making only 15 total tackles.
He started all 12 games during his
sophomore season and made 92 to-
tal tackles for the fifth highest mark
on the team. He also broke up 11
passes, recovered one fumble, and
made one interception for 19 yards.
He was named the most improved
defensive back during the spring
drills of 1988. Inhis rookie season,
Johnson made 18 total tackles.
Johnson is a business major.
Tim Langhans, Strong Safety -
5'H, 193; Langhans made great
improvements this season. He is
second only to Scott Russell in total
tackles with 77 for the season. He
has made two tackles for loss, has
grabbed one. interception for four
yards, and has picked up one fumble
. recovery.. This is Langhans third
I-';"'-_';"'-~_""";"""';';;";'''''''''''''~~~--- ..-.,--,-•.- .---""':.--.....,..>--.. ---. --. --.....""':.. -.-: .. -.~--. -. -. -.-:'.--. --. - .........;-.-.....,.. -. -,;,..---;Ph~. ·~Ol--o-:-by--P::-a-ul:-:Exlli).;.,;, .;;;.,.:j. ~., yearstartingforthe~roncosandhis
uarterback Mike Virden leads the Bronco semors Into thelr final battle a amstthe Idaho Vandals'" second season starting at the strong
L:::':::'::'::..::lL::::'::::'::;::':::":':;:::':':":"=':~':':';:;:;;':;;:;;";;~~~~~----------;.;.Ii!.;";;;;;';':':"';;:;';':~;:::'::::"":"':;;:::;::;:::;';' ...' ,;;..J' Continued on Page 85
By Lily Looney
The University News
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Looking, to
rebuild' 'tlie
Bronco foot;.'
ball progrilrri;
the Boise state
administration'
wisely . put
their trust in
the hands of'
Skip Hall.
'the results
of the past four
seasons, par-
ticularly .this»
one, have
proven thatthe
adminislralion's .
decision was It..:'
sound. Coach;
Hall has
guided Bronco .
football back
to greatness. ' .,
Hall has a
great deal of
pride in his •.;
players arid
has worked on
bringing thenl.
close togethez •..,
They have 1»1'<"". -------...-----------'
come . J>1ie":' ..,. . BSUHead Coach SkipHaIlcomplete unit.' .. '.,..".,,,.,..... . , .. .: ... .
and their,~lOS'tnessbas given them dium has inCre8sediremendously.
tl!e edge. ,;In~, H8ll's men show Againstth~WolfP~Jc. over 22,000
hun. a.~ 'd~'of respeetand fans Poured into Bronco Stadium
admiration; .'He has become more ( d·1 . d'· hi )than their',.· coach: He secon. argest crow m IStory.
.. " ','
~ ..... .-.-_._-_ ..... - -= - _l: =-~-.. -
- -- uu:- ..- -- --..- - -.. - . --
they run perfect plays in their
sleep, and unfortunately for op-
posing coaches, on the field come
game day.
But Smith's baby is defense.
Scores of Division I-A coaches
could benefit from his knowl-
edge. This year's Idaho team is
a perfect example of what play-
ers can accomplish under Smith's
guidance. They hit. They stop
both the run and the pass. His
linebackers can catch nearly as
good as the receivers. In short,
they are what Smith has made
them.
IfJ.L.SmithremainsatIdaho
the Vandals will be perennial
contenders for the Big Sky Con-
ference Championship, and any
player-All-American or walk-
on-will benefit from having
known the smiling man, who
seems better suited for a peace-
ful horseback ride than the high
pressure world of college foot-
ball.
..
Idaho Coach John L. Smith
Seniors from Page B4
safety position. Langhans was the
fifth leading taekleron the team last
year with 71 total tackles. In 1988,
his sophomore season, Langhans
started at outside linebacker and
made 86 total tackles. He also made
one quarterback sack, made two
tackles behind the line of scrim-
mage, and recovered one fumble.
During his freshman season, he
mad~ 27 tackles as a backup safety.
He IS also an impressive special
teams player. He was a member of
the 1988 Big Sky Conference All-
Academic team. Langhans was
coached by his father in Aberdeen,
Wash. Hewasanall-stateselection
at defensive back in 1986, received
~rs.t team all-league honors his
Junior and senior seasons, and was
named the league's most valuable
player in 1986. Langhans also made
84 tackles and five interceptions,
two of which he returned for touch-
downs. On theothersideofthe ball,
he rushed for 794 yards in his senior
~n. Langhans is a business
major,
Robbie Miller, Offensive
Tackle- 6'8, 305. Miller is in his
final season for the Broncos after
serving as the starting right offen-
sive tackle the past two years. The
biggest Bronco, Miller has made
steady progress each year and con-
tinues 10 improve on overall block-
ing. He gained key experience as a
backup during his freshman season
in 1987. Miller was named the most
improved offensive lineman during
1988 spring drills. He is a three-
year letterman for the Bi'Oncos.
Miller is a communication major.
Tim O'Connor, Linebacker~
6'0,208. O'Connor is the season's
third leading tackler for the Bron-
coswith70 IOtal tackles. O'Connor
has also racked up one quarterback
sack, three tackles for loss, one
broken up pass, and one fumble
recovery. O'Connor is currently
ranked eighth for all-time career
tackles with 291. He is in his third
year starting at outside linebacker
and last year, after fmishing second
on the team in tackles with 100,
received second team All-Big Sky
Conference honors. He also made
one interception for 11 yards,made
one tackle behind the line of
scrimmage and recovered one
fumble in 1988. He provided solid
backup help in 1987 whenhemade
36 total tackles. He was red shirted
By Greg Knight
The University News
When the football gods con-
jured up coaches to instruct and
steer multi-tempered players,
they must have had Idaho head
coach John L. Smith in mind.
At flrstglance Smith does not
appear to be football minded.
The first time I met him he was
kicked back in his office with his
cowboy boots propped on the
desk. "This is the defensive co-
or~inator? Whoa," I thought. A
quick glance around Smith's
office, however, and the former
quarterback's football back-
ground emerged in the form of
photos and headlines telling of
his glory days at Weber State
College. Football is in Smith's
blood.
But Smith's success goes
even deeper than sport-he cares
abouthisplay- r------------- .....
ers and his ex-
pectations of
them both on
and off the
field are high.
He expects
them 10 attend
class and
graduate. He
expects them
to be model
citizens. And
he expects
them 10 win.
To the
players,
Smith's prac-
tices can get
monotonous
and difficult.
His discipline
is feared by
players, but
it's the kind
dads love:
IS trict, but with
a purpose. He
drills the of-
fense until
..
during his first year at Boise State in
1986. O'Connor played prep foot-
ball at Mount Diablo High School
in California. There he earned many
post-season honors including first
team all-league, played in the Cali-
fornia North/South Shrine All-Star
game following his senior season.
O'Connor is a business major.
Jim Pantner, Defensive Tackle
_ 6'3, 260. Pantner was a backup
tackle last season, making 35 total
tackles and was third on the team
for quarterback sacks with 6 1tl.
He also made five additional tack-
les for loss. This season, Pantner
has eight total tackles and three
quarterback sacks. In 1988, he
transferred from Walla Walla
Community College where he
earnedall-conference and all-region
honors, and received two varsity
letters. Pantner played prep foot-
ball at Borah High School and re-
ceived all-league honors. Pantner
is a business major.
Carl Ramos, Offensive Guard
_6'3, 255. RlUDOSis the top return-
ing offensive lineman for the Bron-
cos earning honorable mention All-
Big Sky Conference honors in·1989.
Ramos is in his third season of start-
ingdutyatrightguard. Heisasolid
player who can play either guard
,position or center. Ramos joined
'the Broncos after transferring from
Washington State to Yakima Val-
ley Community College. He was a
member of the 1989 Big Sky Con-
ference All-Academic team, and
holds the highest grade point aver-
age on the team with a 3.29. Ramos
played one year at Yakima Valley
receivingall-conference, all-region,
and all-American honors. He was
also a member of the Dean's Honor
Roll. He received all-league hon-
ors three straight seasons, and all-
state honors his senior year. He was
named athlete of the year at Selah
High School in 1986. Ramos is a
health science major.
Mike Virden, Quarterback- 6' 1,
182. Virden has made impressive
strides in developing himself into a
strong team leader. This season, he
has led the Broncos with confidence
and improved skill. He is currently
ranked fourth for most yards pass-
ing in a career with 3,886 yards. He
is also ranked futh for most yards
total offense in a career with 4,092,
only 339 yards behind the fourth
place mark. This season, Virden
has connected on 148 of 277 at-
tempts for 12 touchdowns and 1,774
yards and only nine interceptions.
Virden is also currently ranked sixth
in rushing on the season with 210
yards gained and three touchdowns.
Virden became the startingquar-
terback in the fourth game of the
1989 season and finished the year
with 146 completions on295 passes •
for2, 122 yards and 18 touchdowns.
His passing yardage was the fourth
highest in a single season at Boise
State. His top passing game was
against Weber State where hepassed
for 363 yards. Three times in his
junior season, Virden passed for
over 200 yards in a game. Virden
transferred last spring from
Ellsworth Junior College in Iowa
where he had an outstanding career.
He led Ellsworth 10 20-1 two year
record and a junior college natiQnal
championship during his freshman
season. The team finished the 1988
season ranked third in the nation:
Virden was ranked number two in
the nation his sophomore year.
Virden played prep football at
Dowling High School where here-
ceived all-state and all-conference
honors. Virden is a history and
social studies major.
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HERE'S WHY
THE SMART MONEY AT
BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
IS GOING WITHTIAA-CREF
AS IF THE FUTURE DEPENDED ON IT.
Because it does. Smart investorsknow that your future depends onhow well your retirement system
performs. TIAA-CREF has been the
premier retirement system for people
in education and research for over 70
years. We have enabled over 200,000
people like you to enjoy a comfortable
retirement. And over 1,000,000 more
are now planning for the future with
TIAA-CREF.
SMART MONEY LOOKS FOR SECURITY,
GROWTH AND DIVERSITY FOR
RETIREMENT SAVINGS.
Security-so the resources are there
when it is time to retire. Growth-so
you'll have enough income for the
kind of retirement you want. And
diversity-to help protect you. against
market volatility and to let you benefit
from several types of investments..
THAT'S EXACItY WHAT YOUGET
WITH TIAA-eREE .
TIAA offers you the safety of a
traditional annuity'that guara'Rtees
your principal plus a specified rate of
interest, and provides for additional
growth through dividends. CREF's
variable annuity offers opportunities
for growth through four different
investment accounts, each managed
with the long-term perspective essen-
tial to sound retirement planning:
The CREF Stock Account
The CREF Money Market Account
The CREF Bond Market Account"
The CREF Social Choice Account"
CALL 1-800-842-2776
TO FIND OUT MORE
Our experienced retirement counselors
will be happy to answer your questions
and tell you more about retirement
annuities from TIAA-CREF.
Experience. Performance. Strength.
Your future is protected by the largest
private retirement system in the world.
We have done so well, for so many, for
so long, that we currently manage
some $85 billion in assets.
Ensuring the future
for those who shape It.1Ill
©1990 TIAA-eREF
Just win, baby
By Joe Yoakam
Special to The University News
"The road is long, with many a
winding turn, that leads us to who
knows where"
-The Hollys, "He's Not Heavy
He's My Brother"
At long last, the Broncos have
made it to the mountain top and are
poised on the brink of becoming
Champions.
Say that a couple of times,
, "Champions," feel how it rolls off
your tongue; feel the sense of pride
it instills in each of us. After all the
years of waiting, the expectations
and the disappointments, the last-
second comebacks and the Eastern
Washington game, the Broncos are
about to do it.
When the Broncos win this Sat-
urday.jheir victory will culminate
the journey that began with the ar-
rivalof SkipHallandhas progressed
ever since. The road has not been
easy, thejeam has not only had to
win football games against tough
competition, but has also been
forced to deal with thecriticism that
has been aimed at them from their
"fair-weather" fans. Everybody
loves a winner, right? Wrong. The
Iowa Hawkeyes experienced 20
losing seasons in a row before the
arrival of Hayden Fry. Duringthose
20 years, tickets were as scarce in
Iowa as a snowman in July. Loyal
Hawkeye fans jammed Kinnick
Stadium every Saturday to cheer
their team on to defeat. A little
closer to home, another team that
has experienced tough times but
never lost their fan support is the
Oregon Ducks. Until last season,
. the Ducks had not been to a bowl
game in26 years. During that time
theycontinuallysoldoutevery home
game and were supported by some
of the most rabid fans in football,
anyone who watched Oregon crush
Brigham Young can attest to this.
Not only have Duck fans had to put
up with a losing team, but also with
a climate thatcan be considered less
than favorable. It is rare in Eugene
when the Ducks playa game and it
doesn't rain, yet the fans always
show up, umbrellas and ponchos in
hand, ready to do battle with the
elements inorder tocheer theDucks
to victory. .
I know what you're. thinking.
You're saying to yourself, ''what
does this have to do with the Bron-
cos?" Well, I'll tell you. This is the
kind of support that we, the fans,
need to give the Broncos through-
out the entire football season. This
Saturday will give us the opportu-
nity to show the rest of the Big Sky
a new breed of Bronco fans and
earn us the title of the best fans in
the league. To accomplish this, we
mustbe LOUD. When the Broncos
come out ofthattunnel of Saturday,
I want them to be hit with an explo-
sion which they'll have to fight
through in order to reach the side-
line. And when that ugly uniformed
tearn from up north takes the field,
I want them hit with a cascade of
boos and cat calls that will clearly
convey to them this message: "wel-
come to the jungle."
From the opening kickoff to the
final gun, when the Broncos will be
crowned Champion, thecrowd must
be louder than it has ever been be-
fore. The more fired up the 'crowd
is, the more fired up the Broncos
will be, and the worse the beating
will be for that team that plays in a
concrete barn. The crowd must be
more vocal, not only after touch-
downs and Helgeson sacks, but
during the ENTIRE game! Don't
sit down in between big plays. re-
main standing and keep the roar at il
maximum.' You may be hoarse on
Sunday but who cares? We will be
Champions of the Big Sky and al-
mostmore importantly,wewillhave
beaten Idaho-sa championship in
itself. Bragging rights 'for the state
will be ours for an entire year, and
after eight years of losing to the
Vandals, I can't wait to watch the
Broncos kick themall the way back
to that upside down horse trough
Ihey call a stadium.
This game will bemore thanjust
another BroncoNandal game tome,
it will be the last time I watch Ihese
two teams play as a student and I
couldn 'thave asked for abetter way
to see it end. Beating the Vandals
will make champions out of not
only the team but the fans as well.
By being LOUD,rowdy and gener-
ally· obnoxious, Bronco fans hold
the key to the team's success-
don't let them down. As you are
filing into Bronco Stadium on Sat-
urday, remember this final thought:
Carpe Diem-seizethe day.
. "We are the Champions my
friends" .'
-Queen, "We Are The
Chaniptions"
For more complete information. including charges and expenses. call I 800 842·2733, ext SS09 for a
prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money.
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Strange bedfellows: football and philosophy
he best kind of sometimesfighting, brawling, con- cos take on old-time rival Idaho, 1990 WI"II be the
tention, quarrel picking, murder, the anticipation of the match-up
Id f: h" d homicide, and great effusion of makes my heart race. It's exciting Id h '. as lone blood, as daily experience has and electric. The fight will be filled year a 0 S"I " "taught. with fife. It will surely be the dirti-Iva ry: spirit, Even in the sixteenth century, est, most ruthless, unrelenting foot- nine-season
, football was the sameheadbashing, ball game of the year. It will be a . -: Ii . ,xcitement and blood-and-guts battle that it is to- fight for glorious victory and dominance comes
day. whether that victory will come from 'loodsport The rivalry that exists between strate~y or valor, the win will ~ crashing down
Boise State and University ofIdaho magnificent.
is no different from the countless With constant vocal support from
number of rivalries of the pastorof Boise State enthusiasts, together By Matt Fritsch
the present, and it will be no differ- with the team's tremendous ability
ent from those that will bum with and winning attitude, the Broncos The University News
fury in the future. Rivalries exist in will rise to the ocassion as they have
high school, collegiate, and profes- done so brilliantly in the past, and
sion level football. Rivalries are they WILL emerge from the heap of
conceived on one occassion and vanquished Vandals as the victors
nurtured for life. in vengeance of previous defeats.
Take for example the Army/ Each week, my father, a Uofl
Navy fight, said to be the country's graduate, and Icompare victories,
rivalry. The football war between scores, and hightlights of Bronco
the two acadamies is as old as the and Vandal football. Only once
match-up. It may not be the rowdi- have the Vandals' victories outdone
est rivalry ever, but it is an annual those of the Broncos.
rip-roaring brawl. Each year, the On November 17,myfatherwill
gameisjustasfierce, the warjustas make the trip from southern Idaho
bloody, and the victoryjustassweet. to root for his alma-mater. As he
When you picture that game in your cheers for the Vandals, I will yell
mind, recall the sounds of the con- for the Broncos. A BSU victory
test as well. They are deafening. will serve me gloriously as I will
The fans are on their feet, they are win the righttobrag and boast of the
yelling and cheering, stomping and Broncos' prowess until we meet
clapping, they are ALIVE! and full again next year in Moscow.
of school spirit. " Go Big Blue!
This weekend. when the Bron-
Philip Stubbes, in his Anatomie
f Abuses (1583), described foot-
all as "rather a bloody and mur-
eringpractice thanafelowly sport
rpastime." "For does not every-
ne lie in wait for his Adversary,"
e says. "seeking to overthrow
... .thoughit be upon stones? ..
o that by this means, sometimes
heir necks are broken. sometimes
heir backs, sometimes their legs,
ometimes their arms; sometimes
nepart thrust out ofjoint, some-
imes another; sometimes their
oses gush out blood, sometimes
heir eyes start out,' and sometimes
un in one/'ace, sometimes in
nother.;.An hereof grows envy,
lice. rancour, hatred, displea-
sure, enmltie, and what not; and
'frying to stretch dollars when
you're computer shopping doesn't mean
you're willing to make sacrifices.
That's why you should consider the new, affordable Macintosh~ Classi~ romputer.
It has everything you need-induding a monitor, keyboard, mouse, 2 megabytes of
RAM,and a 4O-megabyte hard disk. Just plug everythin~ in and the Macintosh C~ic is ready
to run, because the system software is already installed. And, thanks to the Maontosh
computer's legendary ease of use,you'll be up and running in ~o time. . .
like every Macintosh, the Classic can run thousands of available applkadons that aI1
WOIK in the same, ronsistent way-so once you've learned one program, you're well o~ your
way to learning them aI1. And thisis one cheap roommate that doesn't have trouble sharing.
The Apple~ SuperDrive ~tandard equipment with every Macintosh-reads from and
writes to Macintosh, MS-DOS,OSfl., and Apple II floppy disks, which means you can share
information with someone who uses a different type of computer.
see the Macintosh Classic for yourse[ It'llchange your mind about cheap roommates.
This Saturday, Skip Hall's
Broncos have the chance to do what
they have never accomplished while
under his guidance: Beat Idaho!
Nine years. That's how long it's
been since the Broncos have peered
up at the scoreboard to see they
were victorious over their arch ri-
vals from up north.
To beat the Vandals, BSU must
play error free football.
Defense, which has been the
corner stone of recent Bronco
squads, will have to play an excel-
lent game against the high scoring,
frenzied Idaho offense that has
emerged for them in the second half
of the 1990 season.
Concerning theBSUoffense, one
word says all-Virden.
Mike Virden has matured into a
skillful collegiate quarterback.
Though many have criticized him ....
in the past, he has. silenced them
with Montana (that's Joe) like
comebacks.
Many wonder how Virden has
been able to win while at BSU. It's
simple: Mike Virden.is a winner.
He knows what it takes to lead a
team to victory. Case and point is
the 20-1' two-year record he
achieved at Ellsworth Junior Col-
lege-including one National
Championship.
Virden is modest off the field. In
the classroom, Virden is unassum-
ing as the guy next to you. Except
for his BSU football bag and sweats,
one would hardly expect this man to
be responsible for some of BSU's
greatest victories. ....
When the final gun sounds and the
dust has settled, look for Mike Virden
and the 1990 Broncos to be riding the
wave to a Big Sky Championship.
.For more infonnation visit the
Business Building Room 116
I
•. The power to be your best"
..
..
The Broncos have battled their way to an impres-
siveseason, andhaveguaranteedBSU a division
playoff berth. As the regular season ends, several
Broncos have put their names forever in BSU's
record books. (Stats are as of Nov. 3)
Erik Helgeson has become number one in BS U
history for most tackles for loss/career, making
three sacks and one tacklefor loss vs, MSU. His
career total of 62 1/2, breaks the old mark of.62
set by Pete Kwiatkowski (1984-87). Helgeson
has been picked to play in the 2nd annual All-
American Classic in Tallahassee, Florida, on
Jan. 20 as an inside linebacker. Last year, 53
players who participated inthe game were drafted
by the NFL. His appearance will mark the 1st
time since Marcus Koch in 1986 that a Bronco
has played in a post-season all-star game. Frank
Robinson was named the Big Sky's Defensive
Player of the Week for the 2nd time this season.
He made four tackles, including one for a loss,
forced MSU's only fumble, intercepted two
passes (one he returned for a season best 51
yards) blocked a field goal, and a PAT. His two
mterceptions vs MSU brought his career total to
13; 4th on the all-time BSU list. The team total
for interceptions is 22 - the most of any Big Sky
team this year. Two blocked punts againstMSU,
upped BSU's season total to 11. Robinson has
the most blocked kicks of any individual, with
six. Mike Black broke a BSU record vs, MSU
. when he became number one at BSU for most
field goals/career. Black made two vs. MSU to
bring his career total to 35. The old record of34
was set by Roberto Moran (1985-86). Black is
ranked 6th all-time for points scored/career with .
186, and is 3rd for most PATs with 81. MIke
Virden made the books for most yards passing!
career with 3,886, 4th in BSU history. He's 5th
for most yards total offense/career with 4,092.
Chris Thomas is ranked 3rd for most yards
rushing!career with 2,530, second only to Cedric
Minter for most TDs. Thomas has crossed the
line 27 times for 162 points. Scott Russell is 2nd
for most tackles/career with 384, 14 short of
Carl Keever's mark (1982-84). Skip Hall re-
corded a first when BSU beat MSU 31-27. In
three prior trips, he had lost twice at UM and
once at MSU. .
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Playoff season sends many Broncos into the record books
•
,', Broncos are back in the record books in 1990.
They Should've·Gone ToMinit-Lube •
~. Every Quaker State' Minit -Lube' oil change includes our Extended Service Program. Just bring your car back within three months or 3,000 miles. and we'll
check and fill all the vital fluids. At no extra charge, It's the kind of regular maintenance that can keep your car from getting into a major pile up .
..,--, ...
Some people want to dlanle the world, We Just want to dlanle your 011;-
Wefill your car with Quaker State, one tough motor oil at these locations:
BOISE 5007 Overland (across from Hillcrest Plaza) 343-8202
8018 Fairview375-7010 .
Broadway & Park Center Blvd. 336-8071
36th & State 344-8824
NAMPA 1130 Caldwell (across from Karcher Mall) 467-7310
....
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